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Executive Summary 
This report summarises the design of a number of coastal defence options for reducing the risk of 
coastal processes at seven sites on the Isle of Man: 

 Castletown 

 Douglas 

 Laxey 

 Ramsey 

 Peel 

 Port St Mary 

 Gansey. 

The defences have been designed to reduce the risk of coastal processes during the design storm 
event, specified as the 1 in 200-year event (including climate change to the year 2115), by the 
project team.  The coastal risk mechanisms experienced at these sites can largely be split into 
those experiencing wave overtopping, so called open coast frontages, and those experiencing still 
water level flooding, named harbour frontages for this report.   

A number of different design options have been proposed, to reduce the risk from these 
mechanisms.  As part of the options development process, each option has been reviewed against 
key design criteria in the form of a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA).  These criteria include the 
technical capabilities, impact on landscape, environment and heritage and the capital and 
maintenance costs.  A summary of the findings are provided below on a site-by-site basis, detailing 
the existing standard of protection, the options proposed, the highest scoring option identified from 
the multi-criteria analysis and the cheapest option.  This will allow the Department of Infrastructure 
(DoI) to make an informed decision about whether investment can be justified, and which option 
represents the best defence solution. 

Castletown Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 10-year present day, 1 in 1-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

CH1 – Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 2.1 64 

CH2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.5 65 

CH3 – Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 6.0 48 

 

Highest scoring option: CH2 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: CH2 - Set back wall 

Discussion items:  In reality, the best defence solution within Castletown Harbour is likely to be 
a combination of a raised harbour wall in some places and a set back wall in others.  The harbour 
can be effectively split into discrete frontages, where on an individual basis, the most appropriate 
defence option should be selected.  The tidal gate significantly increases the risk of fluvial flooding 
during gate closure so can be effectively discounted from the options appraisal. 
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Castletown Open Coast 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 100-year present day, 1 in 20-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

COC1 – Raised sea wall 1 in 50-year 0.5 67 

COC2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.2 76 

COC3 - Rock revetment  1 in 200-year 2.8 66 

 

Highest scoring option: COC2 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: COC1 - Raised sea wall 

Discussion items: COC1 is the cheapest option, but only offers a standard of protection of 1 in 
50-years in 2115, suggesting it may not be appropriate for the future.  While COC2 scores highest 
in the MCA, it does so with a considerable risk in its ability to function as a coastal defence.  If this 
option were to be taken forward to detailed design, it would require extensive physical modelling 
to prove its ability to meet the design criteria.  More information on this risk is provided in Section 
5.2.2.  For these reasons, COC3 provides the least technical risks and so could be considered the 
preferred option for this frontage. 

Douglas Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 50-year present day, 1 in 1-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

DH1 – Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 1.6 68 

DH2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.3 76 

DH3 – Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 15.0 36 

 

Highest scoring option: DH2 - Set back wall  

Cheapest option: DH2 - Set back wall 

Discussion items:  The set back wall option is both the highest scoring and the cheapest option 
so can be considered to be the most suitable option within Douglas Harbour.   The tidal gate option 
significantly increases fluvial flood risk so does not seem feasible after an initial assessment. 

Douglas Open Coast Area A (Central and Queens Promenade) 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping and still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: Wave overtopping - 1 in 20-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115
   Still water level flooding - 1 in 200-year present day, 1 in 10-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

DOCA1 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 4.4 77 

DOCA2 – Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 4.3 68 

DOCA3 - Beach recharge  1 in 200-year (1 in 10-
year SWL) 

10.5 60 

 

Highest scoring option: DOCA1 - Set back wall  

Cheapest option: DOCA2/DOCA1 (limited price difference) 
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Discussion items:  While the raised sea wall is marginally cheaper, the set back wall out performs 
the raised sea wall on the majority of scoring criteria so can be considered the most appropriate 
out of the hard defence solutions proposed.  The beach recharge is expensive but could provide 
the opportunity to increase tourism footfall to Douglas Bay, so may provide other benefits in its 
implementation.  The implementation of a beach recharge scheme would likely involve significantly 
more risk than the set back wall option and also a greater maintenance liability. 

Douglas Open Coast Area B (King Edward Road) 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 10-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

DOCB1 – Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 3.7 63 

DOCB2 – Xbloc revetment 1 in 200-year 4.4 53 

Highest scoring option: DOCB1 - Rock revetment 

Cheapest option: DOCB1 - Rock revetment 

Discussion items:  Unless there are issues associated with sourcing the rock armour for the 
revetment, DOCB1 looks to be the most suitable option at this location.  The concrete armour unit 
revetment would be more difficult to construct and have a higher cost than the rock armour 
revetment option. 

Laxey Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 100-year present day*, 1 in 1-year 2115 

* Laxey Harbour flood risk mechanism has been anecdotally described as being a combination of high still water levels 
and waves propagating into the harbour so this value is likely to be an underestimation 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

LH1 – Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 0.9 68 

 

Discussion items: Only one defence solution was proposed at Laxey, due to the confined nature 
of the streets surrounding the harbour.  It is acknowledged that there would need to be significant 
'defence softening' measures developed during detailed design, in order to ensure the defences 
are in-keeping with their surroundings. 

Laxey Open Coast 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 50-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

LOC1 – Set back wall 1 in 100-year 0.8 77 

LOC2 – Raised sea wall 1 in 10-year 0.4 66 

LOC3 - Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1.5 66 

 

Highest scoring option: LOC1 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: LOC2 - Raised sea wall 

Discussion items: While LOC2 is the cheapest option, the standard of protection offered does 
not fall within recommended guidance so can be effectively discounted from the options appraisal. 
LOC1 does not conform to the 200-year design standard, but the volume of overtopping 
experienced could be considered appropriate providing sufficient control measures are in place.  
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The rock revetment is the only option that conforms to the design standard, but may significantly 
alter the coastal environment in Laxey. 

Ramsey Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 2-year present day, 1 in 1-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

RH1 – Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 1.6 66 

RH2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.3 73 

RH3 – Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 15.0 41 

 

Highest scoring option: RH2 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: RH2 - Set back wall 

Discussion items: RH2 is both the cheapest and highest scoring option so represents the best 
defence solution.  RH1 has greater technical risk and the possibility to remove the connectivity 
between the working harbour and promenade so is less favourable than the set back wall option.  
The tidal gate option significantly increases fluvial flood risk during gate closure, so does not 
appear viable after initial assessment.  

Ramsey Open Coast 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping and still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: Wave overtopping - 1 in 50-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115
   Still water level flooding - 1 in 200-year present day, 1 in 100-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

ROC1 – Set back wall 1 in 100-year 1.0 77 

ROC2 – Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 2.3 61 

 

Highest scoring option: ROC1 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: ROC2 - Rock revetment 

Discussion items: The set back wall option is both the highest scoring and cheapest option.  
However, it does not offer the full 1 in 200-year standard of protection in 2115.  The overtopping 
rate experienced is not significantly higher than the intended tolerable threshold so could still be 
viable if the situation could be efficiently managed.  The other option, the rock revetment, achieves 
the required standard, but does so at a large environmental and visual cost.  This scheme would 
likely negatively impact upon the dune system, which may cause it to be rejected during the 
Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) stage.  Therefore, this option may not be suitable at this 
location. 

Peel Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 100-year present day, 1 in 1-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

PH1 – Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 2.4 69 

PH2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.8 75 

 

Highest scoring option: PH2 - Set back wall 
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Cheapest option: PH2 - Set back wall 

Discussion items: The set back wall option scores highest and is the cheapest so appears to be 
the best defence solution.  However the wall is set back behind East Quay road which would have 
to be closed during a storm event.  If the DoI consider maintaining the access through East Quay 
road to be critical, this option may have to be discounted and the raised harbour wall option taken 
forward. 

Peel Open Coast 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 20-year present day, 1 in 1-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

POC1 – Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 7.0 63 

POC2 – Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.3 77 

 

Highest scoring option: POC2 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: POC2 - Set back wall 

Discussion items: The rock armour revetment option is considerably more expensive than the 
set back wall option.  Coupled with the lower cost, the set back wall option performs better against 
the key design criteria, suggesting that the set back wall option is the most suitable at this location. 

Port St Mary Harbour 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping and still water level flooding 

Existing standard of protection: Wave overtopping - 1 in 20-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115
   Still water level flooding - 1 in 100-year present day, 1 in 50-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

PSM1 – Set back wall 1 in 100-year 0.9 76 

PSM2 – Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1.5 71 

 

Highest scoring option: PSM1 - Set back wall 

Cheapest option: PSM1 - Set back wall 

Discussion items:  While PSM1 is both the cheapest and highest scoring solution, it only offers 
a 1 in 100-year standard of protection.  Having said this, the calculated wave overtopping rates 
are not significantly higher than the threshold and so this still represents a viable option.  However, 
the existing concrete revetment in front of the defence is in poor condition and would likely need 
replacing in the next 10-20 years.  This option is therefore likely to have a higher whole life cycle 
cost than PSM2 which addresses the poor condition of the revetment through the design of a rock 
armour revetment.  For these reasons, PSM2 is the recommended option to be taken forward. 

Gansey Open Coast 

Flood risk mechanism: Wave overtopping 

Existing standard of protection: 1 in 50-year present day, 1 in 5-year 2115 

Proposed defence options: 

Defence option Standard of protection 
offered (2115) 

Cost (£M) Multi-criteria analysis 
score (%) 

GOC1 – Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 8.3 63 

GOC2 – Xbloc revetment 1 in 200-year 9.4 56 

GOC3 - Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 1.0 62 
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Highest scoring option: GOC1 - Rock revetment 

Cheapest option: GOC3 - Raised sea wall 

Discussion items:  The low price of GOC3 makes it an attractive option.  However, the magnitude 
of this wall would have a significant detrimental impact on the landscape, blocking out the view 
from the road and the property behind.  It also does nothing to address the current problem with 
the existing rock armour becoming mobile during large storm events. For these reasons, GOC1 is 
recommended as the most suitable option at this location, being the cheapest and easiest to 
construct out of the two revetment options, it would also address the issue of existing armour 
stability. 
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1 Introduction 
Jeremy Benn Associates Ltd (JBA Consulting) has been tasked with developing a number of 
technically viable concept solutions to address still water level flooding in harbour environments 
and wave overtopping in open coast environments, at seven harbours and coastal sites across 
the Isle of Man, on behalf of the Department of Infrastructure (DoI).  The seven sites are listed 
below and shown in Figure 1-1. 

 Castletown 

 Douglas 

 Laxey 

 Ramsey 

 Peel 

 Port St Mary 

 Gansey 

 

Figure 1-1: Location of study sites 

1.1 Study aim 

The primary aim of the study was to undertake an investigation to develop a number of concept 
solutions to reduce the risk posed by coastal processes to the existing coastal and harbour 
defences and the hinterland, at seven sites across the Isle of Man.  Within each of the seven 
sites, the risk mechanism can be split into two primary risks, the still water level flood risk and 
the wave overtopping risk.  These two risk mechanisms are broadly defined as: 

Still Water Level (SWL) flooding occurs where the water level exceeds the defence crest level 
(commonly the top of the quay/harbour walls) and water inundates the hinterland.  The water 
level at any given time is a function of the astronomic and atmospheric components.  The 
astronomic component of the still water level is predominately driven by the tidal cycles, while 

Contains Ordnance Survey data  
© Crown copyright and database right 2014 
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the atmospheric conditions include the effects of low pressure and local wind driven set-up 
contributing to increased water levels. 

Wave Overtopping occurs where waves run up the face of the coastal defence.  Where the 
wave run-up exceeds the defence crest level, water will pass over the crest and inundate the 
hinterland.   

The seven sites and their coastal risk mechanisms are provided in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1: Study sites and coastal risk mechanisms 

Site Risk 

Castletown SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Douglas SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Laxey SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Ramsey SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Peel SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Port St Mary SWL and Wave Overtopping 

Gansey Wave Overtopping 

 

At each site, a number of technically viable solutions have been considered, to reduce the risk 
posed by coastal processes.  The number and type of options proposed varies on a site by site 
basis, decided based on the technical feasibility, engineering judgement, environmental impact, 
cost and consideration of the long term vision and key criteria determined by the project 
stakeholders.   

1.2 Structure of this report 

The following summarises the contents of this report: 

 Chapter 2: Design input criteria - Discusses the design input parameters used to 
define this study and the main elements that have been considered during the 
development of the conceptual defence options. 

 Chapter 3: Design process methodology - Provides a high level description of the 
methodology for the process that has led to the development of the design options to 
reduce the flood risk at the sites across the Isle of Man. 

 Chapter 4: Options development methodology - Provides a description of the 
individual methodologies used to design a range of different coastal and harbour 
defence options. 

 Chapter 5: Site by site options - Provides further detail on the coastal and harbour 
defence engineering design elements for each option proposed at each of the sites 
investigated in this project. 

 Chapter 6: Technical risks - Highlights the key technical risks that have been identified 
during the course of the conceptual design process.  These risks will need to be 
addressed during subsequent project stages. 

 Chapter 7: Environmental impacts - Summarises the potential environmental impacts 
that should be considered during the development of any of the coastal defence options 
at any of the sites across the Isle of Man. 

 Chapter 8: Options cost assessment - Provides the construction cost estimates for 
the conceptual coastal defence options. 

 Chapter 9: Multi-Criteria Analysis - Summarises the key findings from the Multi-
Criteria Analysis that was completed to provide a comparative analysis between the 
coastal and harbour defence options developed. 

 Chapter 10: Conclusions and recommendations - A summary of the project process, 
outcomes and suggested recommendations. 
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2 Design input criteria 
This section describes the input conditions used for the design of all coastal and harbour 
defence options to ensure clarity and transparency in the methods of the design. 

2.1 Datum 

All elevation/depth measurements used throughout the project will be quoted to the GPS datum 
known as 'Douglas02'. 

2.2 Design life and level of protection 

The selected design standards adopted for all conceptual design options are as follows: 

 Target design life for all elements will be 100 years 

 Design storm event will be the 1 in 200-year event (including an allowance for climate 
change to 2115). 

2.3 Climate change 

By selecting a design life of 100 years, it is important to include the predicted effects of climate 
change.  The latest UK Climate Projections (UKCP09) have been used to determine climate 
change allowance for: 

 Still water levels; 

 Wind driven waves; and 

 Swell waves. 

2.3.1 Still water level 

Within UKCP09 estimates for sea level rise are provided under low, medium and high emissions 
scenarios.  Within the three scenarios the estimate is further refined by 5th, 50th and 95th 
percentile confidence ratings.  In simple terms this should be interpreted as the relative 
likelihood of the projected change being at, or less than, the given change.  For this study, the 
medium emissions scenario has been considered, using the 95th percentile confidence rating.  
This gives a projected sea level rise of 650mm by the year 2115 for Castletown, Douglas, Laxey, 
Port St Mary and Gansey, and a 640mm increase for Ramsey and Peel. 

2.3.2 Wind driven waves 

UKCP09 acknowledges the difficulty in predicting changes in wind speeds over the next 100 
years and concludes that there will be a negligible increase in wind speed.  Therefore, the wind 
driven wave component of the numerical modelling accounted for no direct increase in wave 
intensity due to climate change.  However, as a result of the increased still water levels from 
relative sea level rise, there will be an indirect increase in wind driven wave height.  The larger 
depth of water at the coastal defence toe, allows larger waves to travel inshore before breaking 
creating a higher intensity wave climate in the year 2115.   

2.3.3 Swell waves 

For changes in swell waves, UKCP09 gives a prediction of the change in annual maximum wave 
height for the year 2115 of up to 1.0m for the UK.  It should be noted that wave height increases 
could be limited by the water depth at the study location and therefore the full 1.0m increase is 
not applicable for all scenarios.  Instead the 1.0m allowance was applied to offshore swell wave 
conditions, which was subject to wave transformation modelling to determine the change in 
wave height at each individual site.   

2.4 Metocean data 

Metocean data was used to form the input conditions within the numerical wave transformation 
model.  The three boundary conditions required to consider the hydrodynamic conditions for an 
analysis of the coastal flood and overtopping risk are as follows: 

 Extreme water levels 

 Extreme wind speeds 
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 Extreme swell waves. 

The source of the data and methodology incorporated into the numerical model is explored 
below. 

2.4.1 Tidal data 

The only A-class tide gauge in the Isle of Man is at Port Erin.  The transformed astronomic tide 
levels for Douglas, Ramsey, Peel and Port St Mary have been extracted from the United 
Kingdom Admiralty Office Total Tide1 software, which contains worldwide tidal information for 
over 7,000 ports and 3,000 tidal streams.  The astronomic tide levels used for this study are 
shown in Table 2-1.   

Table 2-1: Tide levels for secondary ports in the Isle of Man 

Location 
Douglas 
(mD02) 

Ramsey 
(mD02) 

Peel 
(mD02) 

Port St Mary 
(mD02) 

Chart Datum Correction to D02 -3.77 -3.94 -3.03 -3.32 

Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) 4.03 4.26 2.67 3.47 

Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) 3.13 3.46 2.17 2.87 

Mean High Water Neaps (MHWN) 1.63 1.96 1.27 1.77 

Mean Still Water Level (MSL) 0.02 0.22 -0.12 0.22 

Mean Low Water Neaps (MLWN) -1.37 -1.64 -1.53 -1.43 

Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS) -2.97 -3.04 -2.63 -2.53 

Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) -4.07 -3.74 -3.23 -3.13 

2.4.2 Extreme water levels 

The extreme water levels around the Isle of Man have been adopted based on the Environment 
Agency Coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands project2, which 
developed a consistent set of design sea levels for Scotland, England and Wales.  The project 
analysed tide-level data for Class A water level gauges around the UK and undertook a 
statistical analysis to produce estimates of extreme water levels.   

The extraction point used for this project was located at Port Erin. Other ports located around 
the Isle of Man have used the JBA Coastal flood boundary data model, to interpolate the values 
around the Isle of Man, based on Port Erin extreme water levels. This dataset uses 50 years of 
tidal gauge data. Table 2-2 provides the estimate for high water extremes at each site, including 
sea level rise for the year 21153. 

  

                                                      
1 The United Kingdom Hydrographic Office Admiralty Total Tide software 
2 Coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands, Project: SC060064/TR2: Design sea-

levels.  Environment Agency, Feb 2011. 
3 Coastal Flood Boundary Conditions for UK Mainland and Islands, 2011 
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Table 2-2: Extreme water levels for Isle of Man 

Return 
Period 
(year) 

mD02 Castletown Peel Laxey Ramsey Port Erin 
Port St 
Mary 

Douglas 

1 

2014 

3.48 3.17 4.22 4.16 3.14 3.35 3.98 

2 3.57 3.26 4.30 4.25 3.23 3.44 4.07 

5 3.68 3.38 4.39 4.36 3.34 3.55 4.18 

10 3.76 3.46 4.51 4.45 3.42 3.63 4.27 

20 3.84 3.54 4.60 4.53 3.49 3.71 4.35 

25 3.87 3.56 4.68 4.56 3.51 3.73 4.37 

50 3.95 3.64 4.71 4.64 3.59 3.81 4.45 

75 3.99 3.68 4.79 4.68 3.63 3.85 4.50 

100 4.02 3.71 4.81 4.71 3.65 3.88 4.53 

150 4.06 3.75 4.87 4.75 3.69 3.92 4.57 

200 4.09 3.78 4.89 4.78 3.72 3.94 4.60 

250 4.11 3.80 4.92 4.81 3.74 3.97 4.63 

300 4.13 3.81 4.94 4.82 3.75 3.98 4.64 

500 4.18 3.86 5.00 4.87 3.80 4.03 4.70 

1,000 4.25 3.92 5.04 4.94 3.85 4.09 4.76 

10,000 4.44 4.09 5.29 5.13 4.01 4.26 4.97 

1 

2115 

4.12 3.81 4.86 4.80 3.79 4.00 4.62 

2 4.21 3.90 4.95 4.90 3.87 4.09 4.71 

5 4.33 4.02 5.04 5.01 3.98 4.20 4.83 

10 4.41 4.10 5.16 5.10 4.06 4.28 4.91 

20 4.49 4.18 5.24 5.18 4.14 4.36 5.00 

25 4.52 4.21 5.33 5.21 4.16 4.38 5.02 

50 4.60 4.28 5.35 5.28 4.23 4.46 5.10 

75 4.64 4.32 5.43 5.33 4.27 4.50 5.15 

100 4.67 4.35 5.46 5.36 4.30 4.53 5.18 

150 4.71 4.39 5.51 5.40 4.34 4.57 5.22 

200 4.74 4.42 5.53 5.43 4.37 4.59 5.25 

250 4.76 4.44 5.56 5.45 4.38 4.61 5.27 

300 4.78 4.46 5.58 5.47 4.40 4.63 5.29 

500 4.83 4.50 5.64 5.52 4.44 4.68 5.34 

1,000 4.90 4.56 5.69 5.59 4.50 4.74 5.41 

10,000 5.09 4.74 5.94 5.78 4.66 4.91 5.62 

2.4.3 Extreme winds 

Extreme design wind conditions have been calculated using British Standard BS63994 which 
provides estimates of hourly wind speeds during the course of a ten hour storm event with a 
standard 50-year return period.  Using published information several factors have been applied 
to the 50-year hourly wind speed to account for altitude, direction and seasonality, and a number 
of return period factors applied to calculate the extreme design wind conditions for each location. 
For more information on this process, refer to Appendix A. 

The fetch length is dependent on the exposure of each geographic area to the open sea and 
the length over which wind can blow towards the shoreline.  Fetch lengths were manually 
determined using a Geographic Information System (GIS) for the three longest fetch lengths at 
each location. 

2.4.4 Extreme swell waves 

In addition to extreme winds and water levels, extreme swell waves have been applied to the 
northern and southern boundaries of the Irish Sea during relevant simulations.  The extreme 
wave conditions were adopted based on the Environment Agency's Coastal flood boundary 
conditions for UK mainland and islands project5 which developed a consistent set of design swell 
wave conditions around Scotland, England and Wales.  Extreme waves were analysed from the 
north and south of the Irish Sea.     

                                                      
4 British Standard, 1997, BS 6399-2 Loading for buildings – Part 2: Code of practice for wind loads 
5 Coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands, Project: SC060064/TR3: Design swell-

waves.  Environment Agency, Feb 2011. 
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The EA's coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands dataset also contains 
information on wave period, which is categorised by the relative frequency for each wave height.  
For each wave height the most common wave period has been assigned to each simulation.   

Table 2-3: Extreme wave estimates, waves originating from the southwest and northwest.   

Return 
Period 

Extreme swell waves from the 
southwest 

Extreme swell waves from the 
northwest 

  Wave height (m) Wave period (s) Wave height (m) Wave period (s) 

1 3.3 10 3.01 10 

2 3.62 10 3.11 10 

5 4.03 10 3.22 10 

10 4.34 10 3.28 10 

20 4.64 10 3.34 10 

50 5.02 10 3.4 10 

100 5.31 10 3.44 10 

200 5.58 10 3.48 10 

2.4.5 Joint probability analysis 

In order to determine the combination of water level and wave height that constitutes the worst 
case scenario for a given recurrence period, a joint probability analysis has been undertaken. 
The joint probability analysis was used to determine a range of possible combinations of sea 
level and wind speed for each return period.  For example, for a 100-year joint return period and 
for a high level of dependence, the combinations might include a 1-year wind speed with a 100-
year sea level, a 10-year wind speed with a 10-year sea level, and a 100-year wind speed with 
a 1-year sea level.  The wind and water values obtained in the analysis were used in the wave 
model (SWAN). The wave data was then extracted from the SWAN model at each of the coastal 
sites.   

In order to establish suitable sea level and wind speed values a joint probability assessment 
was undertaken using established Defra methodology6.  The Defra methodology specifies levels 
of dependence for many locations throughout the UK.  A conservative value of this dependence 
was adopted to build in some factor of safety within the critical design components.  A range of 
combinations was modelled for return periods of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200-year to determine 
the ‘worst case’ scenarios for any proposed structures. 

2.5 Level of design detail 

This study constituted conceptual design commensurate with RIBA Plan of Work 2013 Stage 
27.  Therefore the following apply: 

 No detailed structural analysis and design has been undertaken; 

 No geotechnical analysis has been undertaken; 

 No material analysis has been undertaken; 

 Assumptions have been used, and stated, where necessary; 

 Typical sections and alignments are indicative; and 

 Final designs may differ, based on variables that are outside the scope of this work.  

2.6 Design standards, guidance and references 

The following material has been used as the point of reference for all design assumptions unless 
specifically advised otherwise: 

 BS 6349-1 1:2000 Maritime Structures – Part 1: Code of Practice for General Criteria 

 BS EN 206-1:2000 Concrete – Part 1: Specification, performance, production and 
conformity 

                                                      
6 ‘Defra (2003) ‘Joint Probability: Dependence Mapping and Best Practice’, Report: FD2308/TR1, Defra/Environment 

Agency, July 2003. 
7 RIBA Plan of Work 2013 http://www.ribaplanofwork.com/About/Concept.aspx 
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 BS EN 12620:2002 Aggregates for concrete 

 BS EN 13383-1:2002 Armourstone – Part 1: Specification 

 BS EN 13383-2:2002 Armourstone – Part 2: Test methods 

 CIRIA (2007), The Rock Manual:  The Use of Rock In Hydraulic Engineering (second 
edition) 

 CIRIA (2010), The Beach Management Manual (second edition) 

 CIRIA (2010), The use of concrete in maritime engineering – a guide to good practise 

 DEFRA (2009) UK Climate Projections 09 

 Delft University of Technology (2006) 'SWAN User Manual' 

 Delta Marine Consultants (2011), Xbloc - Guidelines for Xbloc Concept Designs 

 HR Wallingford (2007), EurOtop, Wave Overtopping of Sea Defences and Related 
Structures: Assessment Manual 

 McConnell, K (1998), Revetment Systems Against Wave Attack – A design manual 

 US Army Corp of Engineers (2002), Coastal Engineering Manual 

2.7 Ultimate limit state standard 

The ultimate limit state refers to the design limit for the proposed structural components of any 
option(s) developed.  The ultimate limit state takes the maximum wave height and maximum 
still water level in isolation from the design storm event (1 in 200-year storm), to ensure structural 
stability during the worst case scenario.   

This limit state was used to ensure that defence designs will withstand the maximum wave 
conditions in combination with the maximum extreme sea-levels, including the effects of climate 
change to the year 2115 for the design storm event.  The overall likelihood of an event of this 
magnitude occurring will have a return period far greater than a 1 in 200-year storm, 
incorporating a preliminary level of safety into the critical design elements.   

The target structure damage level at this return period was for a damage level equivalent to ‘no 
damage’ that will jeopardise the integrity of the structure.  For structures utilising armour units 
the industry standard damage level has been adopted8, this allows for 5% damage during the 
design event.   

The wave and sea level data has been sourced from the JBA wave transformation modelling 
and extreme sea level guidance.  The 1 in 200-year joint probability event includes an allowance 
for climate change. 

2.8 Performance standards 

The performance standard can be split into two areas, still water level performance and wave 
overtopping performance for harbour and open coast environments respectively. 

2.8.1 Still water level performance 

For harbour environments, sheltered from wave action, the performance standard is dictated by 
the still water level.  This performance factor, for all coastal and harbour environments, assumes 
that the still water level will not exceed the defence crest level during the design storm event (1 
in 200-year storm including climate change).  This still water level is taken in isolation (not in 
joint probability with wave height), to represent the maximum still water level possible from a 
storm of the given return period. 

2.8.1.1 Harbour structure crest height design 

The crest height of all proposed concept options has been established to prevent the maximum 
design storm still water level exceeding the defence crest level.   

                                                      
8 Section 5.2.2.2, page 565, CIRIA Rock Manual 2007 
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2.8.1.2 Harbour structure freeboard 

By convention a minimum freeboard allowance of 150mm for hard defences and 300mm for soft 
defences is used in many situations9.  In the case of flood defence walls the defence height has 
been assumed to be the top level of the core of the structure.  The coping of any walls has not 
be included within the freeboard allowance, due to the uncertainties of structural fixings, and 
would therefore provide an additional nominal level of protection.  No additional allowance for 
flood defence settlement has been included. 

2.8.2 Wave overtopping performance 

Two thresholds have been used to limit the volume of overtopping to a level that is deemed 
acceptable for the concept design options:  

1. The first lower threshold was established for a common coastal storm event, considered 
to have a 1 in 1-year return period, based on a joint probability assessment. 

2. The second higher threshold has been established for the design storm event, 
considered to have a 1 in 200-year return period, based on a joint probability 
assessment.  During this event it is considered that general public use of the pavement 
and road immediately behind the structure will be discouraged and only trained 
personnel will be operating within the vicinity of the structure.   

Table 2-4 below summarises the guidance for vehicles and pedestrians provided within the 
European Wave Overtopping Manual (EurOtop). 

Table 2-4: Limits for overtopping for vehicles (source: EurOtop10) 

Hazard type and reason Mean discharge Max volume 

q (l/s/m) Vmax (l/m) 

Driving at low speed, overtopping by 
pulsating flows at low flow depths, no 

falling jets, vehicle not immersed. 

10 - 5011 100 – 1,000 

Driving at moderate or high speed, 
impulsive overtopping giving falling or high 

velocity jets. 

0.01 – 0.0512 5 – 50 at high level or 
velocity 

Trained staff, well shod and protected, 
expecting to get wet, overtopping flows at 
lower levels only, no falling jet, low danger 

of fall from walkway 

1-10 500 at low level 

Aware pedestrian, clear view of the sea, 
not easily upset of frightened, able to 
tolerate getting wet, wider walkway 

0.1 20-50 at high level or 
velocity 

 

The following twofold tolerable discharge thresholds have been used for the development of all 
concept options on open coast environments: 

 1 in 1-year event – <0.1l/s/m 

 1 in 200-year event – <10l/s/m. 

These tolerable discharges are such that all structures will be considered safe for pedestrian 
access during the more regular storm event, while vehicular and emergency staff will be safe to 
inspect defences during the less frequent, higher magnitude storm.   

By adopting a twofold approach to acceptable overtopping levels, the new defence options 
considered for the sites have a dual purpose of preventing the frequent overtopping caused by 
common storms while providing structural and overtopping protection during rare events.  By 
incorporating dual overtopping targets the crest height of all structures has been optimised, 
reducing both construction cost and visual impact.  

                                                      
9 N.B.  New guidance relating to freeboard allowances will be issued autumn 2014 through Defra Science Project 

SCI20014 - The role of freeboard in flood risk management. 

 
10 Pullen, T., Allsop, W., Bruce, T., Kortenhaus, A., Schuttrumpf, H & van der Meer, J (2007) 'Wave overtopping of sea 

defences and related structure: Assessment manual'.  Accessed from www.overtopping-manual.com 
11 Note: These limits relate to overtopping defined at highways. 
12 Note: These limits relate to overtopping defined at the defence, assumes the highway is immediately behind 
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2.8.2.1 Open coast structure crest height design 

The crest height of all proposed concept options have been established to meet the overtopping 
limits proposed in Section 2.8.2 (i.e. below 0.1l/s/m for a 1 in 1-year event and below 10l/s/m 
for a 1 in 200-year event).  The required crest height has been calculated using the EurOtop 
Neural Network tool.  The Neural Network is a wave overtopping calculation tool that is 
particularly useful for complex structures, as encountered on the Isle of Man.  The Neural 
Network has been used to calculate the wave overtopping for each of the proposed concept 
options, with the results used in an iterative manner to refine the concept options to meet the 
proposed design criteria.  Please refer to Section 4.2 for further information on the methodology. 

2.8.2.2 Open coast structure freeboard 

As conservative approaches are being adopted for the input parameters, no further freeboard 
allowances have been included within the options proposed to reduce wave overtopping at open 
coast environments. 

The use of setback walls was identified as a possible solution in some circumstances to contain 
any overtopped water.  The use of setback walls have specified an additional freeboard 
allowance in a number of instances, to contain any local increases in water level (See Section 
4.2.2.2 for more information).  These were in line with industry standards, applying 150mm for 
hard defences and 300mm for soft defences. 

2.8.3 Fluvial flood risk reduction performance 

The provision of defence options to reduce fluvial flood risk has not been included as part of this 
study as it was considered outside the scope of works.  No allowance for the joint probability 
analysis of a large fluvial event occurring in combination with a high still water level event has 
been made.  The still water level is therefore only considered as a function of the astronomic 
and atmospheric components and not a combined fluvial, astronomic and atmospheric still water 
level flood risk. 

However, at a number of locations, the use of tidal gates has been identified as a viable option 
to reduce still water level flood risk in inner harbour environments.  Where this is the case, a 
high level, conceptual analysis of the feasibility of the gates has been undertaken, which 
considered the available storage capacity and likely maximum fluvial discharge during a design 
storm event.  For more information on the methodology used, refer to Section 4.1.3. 

2.9 Ground conditions 

Limited geotechnical and ground condition information has been made available as part of this 
study and this commission did not include a geotechnical analysis of design elements.  
Therefore, all structure designs have been progressed assuming poor ground conditions, e.g. 
low bearing capacity.  This should provide a conservative approach to the development of 
concept designs.  No allowance for settlement has been included within the concept design 
development. 

It should be noted however, that all designs could be subject to significant change based on 
geotechnical investigation results and analysis.  It is suggested that a geotechnical investigation 
is undertaken prior to the development of outline designs and their submission for planning 
approval. 

2.10 Structural design 

The structural design of concept options was not included within this commission.  As stated 
above a full structural analysis cannot be completed without relevant ground condition 
information.  All concept designs have been reviewed by a structural engineer to assess the 
general design principles.  It should be noted that the details of the concept structures are liable 
to change during outline and detailed design stages when more ground condition information is 
available. 

2.11 Existing defences 

A number of options have sought to modify or adapt the existing defence structures.  Where the 
existing defence is adapted, the overall design life of the sea defence is dictated by the current 
condition of the asset and the estimated residual life, rather than that of the newly designed 
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defence.  In these circumstances, the design will not conform to the target design life of 100 
years.  For the purpose of progressing concept design options, it is assumed that any defence 
concept that seeks to make use of the existing defences will need to be mindful of the estimated 
residual life. 

2.12 Services information 

No detailed services information was provided as part of this study and a services search was 
not included within the scope of works.  

2.13 Contaminated land 

No information regarding the location of areas of contaminated land has been provided as part 
of this commission.  Therefore all design options have been developed with the assumption that 
none of the areas are subject to contaminated land constraints.  An invasive contaminated land 
survey should be undertaken at all locations prior to detailed design to enable detailed 
assessment of suitable construction techniques and options for removal or re-use of excavated 
material.   

To progress concept design options as part of this study the following have been assumed: 

 No investigation of contamination issues at individual development sites; and 

 Development flood defence options may require some contaminated land treatment 
depending on the result of the investigations. 

2.14 Tie-in details 

Tie-in details between old and new defences have been considered at a conceptual level.  The 
key consideration has been to develop an option that does not create an area of outflanking or 
weak point, where flood water can bypass the defences and flood the hinterland.  

2.15 Health and safety 

In accordance with the requirements of the Construction Design and Management Regulations 
(CDM) (2007) a designer’s risk assessment has been completed for each of the proposed 
concept designs.  The purpose of the designer's risk assessment was to initially eliminate any 
potential hazards associated with the construction, management and decommissioning of any 
designed elements.  If a risk could not be eliminated then measures were considered to 
minimise that risk as far as is practicably possible.  The JBA design risk assessment process is 
referred to as Hazard Inventory development. 

2.16 Environment 

This commission did not include the preparation of any formal Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) or carrying out any environmental site surveys.  All information used in the 
environmental appraisal has been obtained from readily-available online data sources, a 
literature review and through information requests to a range of relevant organisations.  
However, all concept designs have been reviewed to consider their environmental and visual 
constraints and opportunities, and this has been fed into the Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) 
assessment.  During the design process, environmental impacts have been considered and 
eliminated and/or minimised where ever possible. 

2.17 Construction cost assessment and buildability analysis 

As part of the MCA process all proposed concept designs have been reviewed by a marine 
construction contractor, and outline construction costs and construction programme have been 
provided.  The contractor will has also been involved in providing advice on the general 
buildability of all proposed concepts. 

2.18 Sustainable development 

Design adaptability is a key consideration due to the current uncertainties regarding the future 
impacts of climate change.  Therefore, wherever possible the designs developed aimed to 
include an element of adaptability.  The intention is to allow the proposed designs to be modified 
in the future to best suit the climatic conditions. 
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3 Design process methodology 
The following section provides a brief summary of the methodology that has been used during 
the course of this study.  A more detailed description of the methodology for the individual design 
options can be found in Chapter 4.  The design process can largely be broken down into the 
following three stages. 

 

Figure 3-1: Design process methodology 

3.1 Data collection 

Site specific data on wave, water levels and existing defence geometry are required to be used 
within numerical models and the engineering design.   

3.1.1 Metocean data 

The extreme water levels around the Isle of Man were extracted from the Environment Agency 
Coastal flood boundary conditions for UK mainland and islands project, which developed a 
consistent set of design sea levels for Scotland, England and Wales.   

The use of the SWAN wave model allowed the calculation of steady state wave conditions for 
specific inputs applied to the boundary conditions.  Boundary conditions included: 

 Extreme sea levels 

 Extreme wind speeds 

 Extreme swell wave conditions. 

The source of these inputs are been described in Section 2.4. 

3.1.2 Topographic data 

The DoI completed a topographic survey of the seven ports and promenade areas to provide 
cross sections for the development of concept options.  Cross section locations were decided 
based on low points and known areas that first break bank. 

3.2 Numerical modelling  

In order to investigate wave overtopping and still water level flooding, several coastal processes 
must be assessed in detail.  Unfortunately, no one numerical model can calculate these 
processes simultaneously.  The modelling approach combined individual wave transformation 
and wave overtopping models, to apply a holistic modelling approach to the project. 

3.2.1 Wave transformation modelling  

All wave scenarios were modelled using the industry-standard SWAN (Simulating WAves 
Nearshore) model.  SWAN calculates steady state wave conditions for specific inputs of wave 
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height, period and direction at an offshore boundary, and wind speed and direction applied 
across the model domain surface.  Water levels can also be configured to account for tidal/surge 
variations.  

Development of the model involved several stages, including construction of a wave model grid, 
interpolation of a bathymetric dataset, calibration, joint probability analysis and extreme event 
modelling.  To ensure accurate wave growth the model domain encompassed the majority of 
the Irish Sea, with land boundaries along North Wales, Western England, Southern Scotland 
and Eastern Ireland.     

The wave transformation model calculates the nearshore wave characteristics, which was 
coupled to a wave overtopping model to calculate the required defence geometric components 
for each design (refer to Section 3.2.2).  A range of wave and sea level combinations were 
modelled, as identified within the joint probability analysis, for the return periods of 1, 5, 10, 20, 
50, 100 and 200-years, with and without an allowance for climate change.   

3.2.1.1 Limitations 

While considered state-of-the-art, wave modelling has some inherent uncertainty, partly due to 
numerical assumptions.  SWAN has a number of known limitations13 for instance in a 2D 
simulation, diffraction is calculated based on approximate equations which are only applicable 
to open coastlines, and wave-induced currents are not calculated within the model.   

3.2.2 Wave overtopping modelling  

Wave overtopping modelling was undertaken using the Neural Network calculation tool 
contained in the industry standard EurOtop.  This manual is considered best practice within the 
UK for wave overtopping calculations.  The Neural Network tool was selected as it provides the 
most suitable methodology to assess composite defences and allows for detailed 
schematisation of slopes.  

The Neural Network requires detailed geometric information on 15 of the defence 
characteristics, including crest height, armour height, armour width, berm elevation, berm width, 
upper slope, lower slope and roughness.  Each of the proposed overtopping defence options 
were schematised within the Neural Network by establishing these parameters based on either 
the existing or proposed structure geometry, with the nearshore beach profile based on the 
available bathymetry.  The resulting schematised profile for each defence options was similar 
to that in Figure 3-2, developed for a similar coastal design project. 

The Neural Network tool was used to calculate the rate of overtopping for each option based on 
the nearshore wave conditions calculated through the wave transformation model for the return 
periods of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200-years.  The wave overtopping results were used in an 
iterative manner to refine the concept options to meet the proposed design criteria specified in 
Section 2.8.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2.1 Limitations 

The EurOtop manual, and its associated tools such as the Neural Network, is considered to be 
the best practice guidance in the UK for overtopping calculations.  Even so, as with all 
calculation approaches, the Neural Network tool has limitations.  Estimates are given based on 

                                                      
13 SWAN internet description, accessed on 70/07/2013 from:  

http://swanmodel.sourceforge.net/online_doc/swanuse/node4.html 

 

Schematised Profile 

Figure 3-2:  Example model schematisation 

for the Neural Network tool. 

 

http://swanmodel.sourceforge.net/online_doc/swanuse/node4.html
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a dataset of small-scale physical model tests which are affected by model and scale effects, the 
accuracy of measurement equipment and wave generation techniques.  There is also the 
potential for limited data for particular schematisations, for example overtopping across wide 
(say 30m wide) beaches, as few model tests are available within the database.  As a result, it 
is important that the results of the Neural Network are used with a degree of engineering 
judgement and caution 

In order to manage this inherent risk, once the preferred design has been selected it is 
recommended that the option is taken forward to 2D or 3D physical modelling to verify and refine 
its performance.   

3.3 Engineering design methodology 

The primary objectives of both the modelling and engineering phases were: 

 To identify a suite of possible options to reduce coastal risk at each of the seven 
locations; 

 To refine the initial set of proposed options to a level that is sufficient to allow detailed 
analysis of the expected wave overtopping discharges; and 

 To allow comparative analysis of the relative suitability of each option at each location. 

The level of design detail constitutes a ‘concept design’ and the design drawings developed 
incorporate all key level, dimension and construction material information (e.g. width, height, 
crest level, foundation level).   

In general, the design process involved five stages, as detailed below.  These stages are in 
place to ensure that the design process was fully quality assured and compliant with all relevant 
design standards and guidance. 

1. The design input criteria provided details of the overall design brief, the guidance and 
standards of protection targets that were used to develop the design and the main 
assumptions.   

2. For each design concept, an individual Technical Note has been developed providing a 
full description of the design process, including all calculations and justifications 
associated with key decisions.  This document ensures that DoI are aware of how all 
design elements have been developed and the basis for key decisions. 

3. To ensure compliance with the CDM Regulations, and to ensure that Health and Safety 
is at the heart of the design process, a designer’s risk assessment was completed for 
each option at the start of the design process.  The designer’s risk assessment (referred 
to as a Design Hazard Inventory) examines the risks associated with all the design 
elements and looks for opportunities to eliminate risks.  If a risk could not be eliminated 
then mitigation measures were considered.  The Design Hazard Inventory is a live 
document that is continuously reviewed and updated as the design process progresses.   

4. Following completion of the steps outlined above, design drawings were developed for 
the proposed options.  The design drawings also clearly highlight any risks associated 
with the scheme as determined by the various risk assessment processes detailed 
above. 
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4 Option development methodology 
Within each proposed option, there are distinct methodologies which are worth exploring in more 
detail in order to understand the proposed options at each site.  For the harbour environments, 
subject to still water level flood risk, options typically fall into three main categories. 

 Raised harbour walls 

 Set back walls 

 Tidal gates 

The methodology for the design of these options is discussed in Section 4.1.  For the open coast 
options, subject to both still water level and wave overtopping flood risk, one of any number of 
these options could be suitable at any of the locations.  This includes: 

 Raised sea walls 

 Set back walls 

 Permeable revetments 

 Beach recharge 

The design of these options is discussed in Section 4.2.  At each site, the feasibility of all of 
these options was assessed and justifications for discounted options provided.   

4.1 Harbour environments 

4.1.1 Raised harbour walls 

Options to raise the existing harbour walls will reduce still water level flood risk due to the raising 
of the impermeable crest level.  In the development of the design of raised harbour walls, the 
defence crest level was determined by using 1 in 200-year still water level in 100 years' time 
including an allowance for climate change in combination with a freeboard allowance (150mm). 

Due to the unknown condition of the existing harbour walls, it was assumed that the structures 
are in poor condition.  This means that tying the superstructure onto the quay walls will not be 
a suitable option to connect the new and old wall.  Instead it was assumed that the wall will be 
placed on top of the existing line of defence and achieve its stability against sliding and 
overturning through a cantilever and shear key.  

The walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  The cantilever 
base slab was designed at a conceptual level, with the base slab width in the order of 1 times 
the height of the wall.  This was assumed using a rule of thumb approach for retaining walls with 
no toe protrusion14.  

The walls have allowed for a 200mm reinforcement cage, which in combination with the 50mm 
cover to reinforcement, give the walls a total width of 300mm.  The concrete should be of C40/50 
grade with an exposure class of XS3 due to the environment the walls are situated within. 

By placing the new structure on the existing line of defence, it is essential that the flow path 
underneath the structure has been cut-off to prevent water infiltrating under the structure and 
flooding the hinterland.  The exact methodology for this flow path cut-off has not been identified 
at this stage as is subject to ground condition information being made available. 

For raised harbour wall options, provision for access over the structures is required to maintain 
the connection between a working harbour and the town.  The best method for doing this should 
be explored in more detail during detailed design, but could include steps over or flood gates 

4.1.2 Set back walls 

For set back wall options, again, the still water flood risk is reduced through the raising of the 
impermeable defence crest level.  The crest level was determined by using 1 in 200-year still 
water level in 100 years' time including an allowance for climate change in combination with a 
freeboard allowance (150mm). 

                                                      
14 Cobb, F (2009), Structural Engineers Pocket Book (2nd Edition) 
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The location of the set back walls has been designed to minimise impact on public users, make 
the most of existing infrastructure and limit impacts on services.  

Again, the walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  The 
cantilever base slab was designed at a conceptual level, with the base slab width in the order 
of 1 times the height of the wall.  This was assumed using an industry standard rule of thumb14.  

The walls have allowed for a 200mm reinforcement cage, which in combination with the 50mm 
cover to reinforcement, give the walls a total width of 300mm.  The concrete should be of C40/50 
grade with an exposure class of XS3 due to the environment the walls are situated within. 

For set back wall options, provision for public to travel over/through the wall has to be provided 
to maintain the connectivity between the harbour and the hinterland.  The best method for 
maintaining this access should be explored during detailed design, but could include steps over 
or flood gates. 

4.1.3 Tidal gates 

The option to place tidal gates at the harbour entrance reduces the risk of still water level 
flooding through preventing the coastal waters from travelling inland.  The feasibility of these 
options are critically dependent on the storage capacity within the harbour.  The harbours must 
have sufficient capacity to store a fluvial flood event occurring in combination with a tidal flood 
event, to prevent fluvial flood water from overtopping the defences.  While the increase in fluvial 
flood risk has not been considered as standard in any of the design options, it is fundamental to 
the design of the tidal gates and has therefore been reviewed for these options. 

The assessment of the feasibility of tidal flood gates was undertaken using a hydraulic modelling 
approach.  The hydraulic modelling of the flood gates was undertaken using HEC-RAS version 
4.1.0.  HEC-RAS is a one dimensional (1D) hydraulic model developed by the US Army Corps 
of Engineers.  The model can be used in either ‘steady’ or ‘unsteady state’ mode.   

The HEC-RAS models were originally constructed in 2012 by JBA for the River Douglas through 
the town of Douglas, the River Sulby in Ramsey and the Silverburn River through 
Castletown.  These were constructed in ‘steady state’ which assumes an instantaneous peak 
flow.  This is suitable for river systems that are steep and have relatively little 
attenuation.  However the objective of the flood gate analysis, carried out in this study, was to 
determine if the harbours in Douglas, Ramsey and Castletown have a large enough capacity to 
attenuate large fluvial events if flood gates were installed and closed.  To accomplish this it was 
necessary to convert the models into ‘unsteady state’. 

Primarily this was accomplished by updating the boundary conditions with time varying 
hydrographs.  The upstream flow/time boundaries were derived using standard methods from 
the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH).  For this study a hybrid approach was 
adopted.  Estimates of peak flow were determined using the FEH Statistical method which is 
generally preferred for flood estimation in the UK as it is more direct and requires fewer 
assumptions.  The hydrographs were produced using the Revitailsed Flood Hydrograph (ReFH) 
method.  ReFH is a rainfall-runoff method which generates a flow hydrograph at a given location 
using rainfall inputs from a design storm event.   To produce the hydrographs used within the 
model the ReFH units were scaled to match the peak flow determined using the FEH Statistical 
method.   

The FEH statistical peak flows remain unaltered from those used in the 2012 study.  The 
parameters required for the ReFH hydrographs have been derived using standard methods 
from the FEH CD ROM v3 catchment descriptors used in the 2012 study and so maintain 
consistency. 

The downstream water levels in the models are stage/time boundaries.  The hydrographs 
represent a tidal cycles and the peak levels are the Highest Astronomical Tides, which were 
used in the previous 2012 analysis.   

The model geometry files were updated to include the proposed floodgates.  The flood gates 
were set to be in the ‘open’ position at the onset of the simulations and so allow positive and 
negative flows to pass unimpeded.  For this period the fluvial flows were able to flow out of the 
harbour and so reduce the total volume that will be attenuated when the gates are closed.  Two 
hours into the simulation, on the rising limb of the fluvial and tidal hydrographs, the gates were 
set to the ‘closed’ position to prevent flows passing in either direction.  At this point the water 
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upstream of the flood gates was attenuated within the harbours forcing the water levels to 
rise.  For the final two hours of the tidal cycle, where the sea level was sufficiently low as not to 
pose a flood risk, the flood gates were reset to the ‘open’ position, allowing the water attenuated 
within the harbours to escape.     

The simulations were carried out for the 20-year and 100-year return period fluvial events 
coinciding with a tide sufficiently large to warrant the closing of the gates.  The joint probability 
dependence between a high still water and a large fluvial event occurring in combination has 
not been considered at this stage.  Instead, this methodology represents an attempt to primarily 
assess the feasibility of a tidal gate option to identify whether there is sufficient storage capacity 
in the existing harbours.  

4.2 Open coast environments 

4.2.1 Raised sea walls 

By raising the existing sea walls, the transport pathway for overtopped water is increased, 
reducing the volume of wave overtopping experienced at the sea wall.  Raised sea walls have 
largely been designed to retrospectively fit an additional parapet to increase the defence 
freeboard.   

This solution will be required to meet the agreed tolerable thresholds for overtopping shown in 
Section 2.8.2.  Numerical wave overtopping modelling was undertaken using the Neural 
Network component of industry standard EurOtop.  Wave overtopping calculations and design 
modifications were undertaken iteratively to reach an optimum design that minimises wave 
overtopping to the desired tolerance for all of the potential combinations of variables tested in 
the wave transformation model.   Here, the sea wall elevation was increased at 100mm 
increments to identify the necessary raise to achieve the tolerable thresholds both in the design 
storm event (1 in 200-year) and the more regular storm event (1 in 1-year).  An example of this 
iterative optimisation process is shown in Figure 4-1.  It can be seen for this example that an 
additional wall raise of 0.4m would be sufficient to meet the required design standard for the 1 
in 200-year event. 

 

Figure 4-1: Example optimisation of a raised sea wall crest elevation 

For raised sea wall options placed directly on top of an existing sea wall, a maximum defence 
crest elevation increase of 500mm was applied due to the unknown structural capacity of the 
existing structures.  Obviously, in some cases this raise may not be sufficient to reach the 
intended tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping.  The standard of protection that this 500mm 
increase offers has been commented on, but may not conform to the design standards listed in 
Section 2.8.2.   
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The raised concrete cap will tie in to the existing wall through use of stainless steel dowel bars 
located through the centre of the caps.  This has been estimated using engineering judgement, 
but should be considered in more depth should an option be taken forward to detailed design. 

The caps have allowed for a 200mm reinforcement cage, which in combination with the 100mm 
cover to reinforcement, give the walls a total width of 400mm.  The concrete should be of C40/50 
grade with an exposure class of XS3 due to the environment the walls are situated within. 

4.2.2 Set back walls 

This design option raises the defence crest level behind the existing line of defence.  This can 
reduce the volume of wave overtopping experienced through two mechanisms: 

1. Firstly by stetting back the wall, a significant portion of the wave energy can be 
dissipated on the existing defences, allowing the optimisation and reduction of the 
setback wall crest elevation when compared to the necessary raise on the primary line 
of defence.   

2. Secondly in locations where a primary sea wall fronts the secondary wall, the setback 
wall can operate as a wave capture tank, storing water behind the existing wall, 
preventing water inundating the land behind. 

The design of the two types of walls are discussed below.   

For the set back wall options, the optimal set back distance was defined using: 

 Maximise efficiency of the defence (greater set back leads to a greater reduction on 
wave overtopping or a greater storage capacity) 

 Reduce land take during a storm event 

 Consideration of the public usage and space available behind the primary wall 

 The opportunity to limit impacts to landscape 

 Limit disturbance to services 

4.2.2.1 Set back wall with no primary sea wall 

For a set back wall where no primary sea wall exists, the wall has been designed to achieve the 
tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping explained in Section 2.8.2.  Numerical wave 
overtopping modelling was undertaken using the Neural Network component of industry 
standard EurOtop.  Wave overtopping calculations and design modifications were undertaken 
iteratively to reach an optimum design that minimises wave overtopping to the desired tolerance 
for all of the potential combinations of variables tested in the wave transformation model.   The 
defence level was raised at 100mm increments on the chosen line of the secondary defence to 
select the minimum required defence geometry necessary to achieve the desired tolerable 
thresholds for wave overtopping.  An example of the optimisation process for a set back wall 
option has been provided in Figure 4-2. 

As part of this design, the option must be feasible both with budget, structural stability and 
impacts on landscape in mind.  For these reasons, the set back walls were limited to a maximum 
height of 1200mm above the existing ground levels. Obviously, in some cases this height may 
not be sufficient to reach the intended tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping.  The standard 
of protection that this 1200mm increase offers has been commented on, but may not conform 
to the design standards listed in Section 2.8.2.   

The set back walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls, with 
the provision of a small recurve to deflect some of the splash generated during the wave 
breaking process.  The cantilever base slab was designed at a conceptual level, with the base 
slab width in the order of 1 times the height of the wall.  This was assumed using an industry 
standard rule of thumb14.  

The walls have allowed for a 200mm reinforcement cage, which in combination with the 100mm 
cover to reinforcement, give the walls a total width of 500mm.  The concrete should be of C40/50 
grade with an exposure class of XS3 due to the environment the walls are situated within. 

For set back wall options, provision for public to travel over the wall has to be provided to 
maintain the connectivity between the promenade and the hinterland.  The best method for 
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maintaining this access should be explored during detailed design, but could include steps over 
or flood gates. 

 

Figure 4-2: Example optimisation of a set back wall crest elevation 

4.2.2.2 Set back wall with a primary sea wall 

Where a primary sea wall exists, a set back wall creates a storage tank for water that has 
overtopped the primary sea wall.  The design of these walls considers the maximum storage 
potential for the wave capture tank.  Hence, the height of the wall above the pavement level has 
been designed to be comparable to that of the front sea wall to maximise the amount of water 
held in the space between the front and the rear walls.  The design of this wall type includes the 
provision of a 150mm freeboard in an attempt to contain some of the water that is likely to spill 
over the tank. 

The set back walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  The 
cantilever base slab was designed at a conceptual level, with the base slab width in the order 
of 1 times the height of the wall.  This was assumed using an industry standard rule of thumb14.  

The walls have allowed for a 200mm reinforcement cage, which in combination with the 100mm 
cover to reinforcement, give the walls a total width of 500mm.  The concrete should be of C40/50 
grade with an exposure class of XS3 due to the environment the walls are situated within. 

The design of a wave capture tank must consider the drainage capacity through the existing 
sea wall.  Where the capacity of the capture tank is insufficient to hold the volume of overtopped 
water, drainage has been designed at a conceptual level to ensure there is adequate storage 
and conveyance in the composite coastal defence system.  

4.2.3 Permeable revetments 

This design option acts to dissipate the wave energy arriving at the coastline by placing a 
permeable structure in front of the existing sea wall.  The revetments have been designed to 
achieve the tolerable thresholds set out in Section 2.8.2.   

Numerical wave overtopping modelling was undertaken using the Neural Network component 
of industry standard EurOtop.  Wave overtopping calculations and design modifications were 
undertaken iteratively to reach an optimum design that minimises wave overtopping to the 
desired tolerance for all of the potential combinations of variables tested in the wave 
transformation model.    

The initial design of these revetments considered a full suite of revetment crest elevation, widths 
and slopes which were all tested against a range of wave height and water level combinations 
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that comprises a 1 in 200-year event including an allowance for climate change and a 1 in 1-
year event again including an allowance for climate change.  The primary aim of this modelling 
was to determine the worst case combination for anticipated overtopping volumes.  This initial 
modelling provided a guide for the general defence geometry appropriate for this location, 
normally allowing for the selection of a defined revetment crest elevation and slope. 

Having defined the revetment crest elevation and front slope, the revetment crest width was 
varied at 100mm increments to identify the required width of crest necessary to achieve the 
tolerable overtopping limits.  This iterative optimisation process is shown as an example in 
Figure 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-3: Example optimisation of a revetment crest width 

The foundation level for the permeable revetments has been designed dependent on the type 
of substrate likely to be found on site, broadly split into two categories: 

 Those founded on granular substrates (liable to scour and shift in response to changes 
in the founding layer); and 

 Those founded on hard rock platforms. 

For revetments founded on beach material, the key consideration has been to design a 
foundation that will reduce the likelihood of undermining during a storm event.  Undermining of 
the revetment toe occurs through two mechanisms, displacement of rock and loss of bed 
material through the rock matrix.  These two failure mechanisms have been mitigated by 
ensuring the revetment toe is founded below the maximum expected scour depth and ensuring 
they are underlain by a geotextile.   

The revetments founded on hard rock platforms are less likely to wash out due to the resistance 
of the substrate to scour.  Here the revetments have been designed to sit directly on top of the 
rock platform.  In some situations, these revetments may require the use of a core and filter 
material to raise the defence crest level to that required for overtopping performance (explained 
above).  

Two possible material types have been proposed for this design option: 

 Rock armour 

 Concrete proprietary armour units (Xbloc). 

4.2.3.1 Rock armour revetments 

Rock armour revetments have been designed using a double layer of interlocking armourstone.  
The armourstone achieves its stability through the unit mass and the friction between units, 
requiring careful consideration of the armour mass to ensure the structure will withstand the 
design storm event.  
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The rock armour has been sized using the ultimate limit state, or the upper limit for the structural 
stability of the proposed defence components.  This limit state has been used to ensure the rock 
armour units will withstand 200-year wave conditions in combination with 200-year extreme sea-
levels, including the effects of climate change to the year 2115.  The overall likelihood of an 
event of this magnitude occurring will have a probability greater than 1 in 200-years, 
incorporating a preliminary level of safety into the critical design elements.  This has ensured 
any structures will withstand wave conditions with an extremely low recurrence interval.  The 
factors considered in the calculation of the required armourstone mass are listed as follows: 

 Rock armour sizing calculation used: Van der Meer & Hudson 

 Significant wave height (Hs): 1 in 200 year ultimate limit state wave height plus climate 
change transformed to the structure toe   

 Period (Tm): 1 in 200 year plus climate change wave period  

 Still Water Level (SWL): 1 in 200 year water level including climate change  

 Permeability of the structure (P) 

 Slope Angle (α) 

 Damage Number (Sd) - the allowable damage during a storm event  

 Storm duration  

Using these input parameters within the industry standard calculations provides a required 
median required rock mass needed to achieve stability during the ultimate limit state.  To specify 
a designed rock grading, a conservative approach is adopted, selecting a standard rock grading 
above the median predicted rock mass.   

Figure 4-4 shows an example of this process, whereby a rock mass of 6.5t was deemed 
necessary to achieve stability.  To build in a level of conservatism, a rock grading above this 
was selected (6-10t standard European grading) showing that less than 15% of the rock in this 
grading will be smaller than the required mass, representing a suitable material grade for the 
environment.    

 

Figure 4-4: Example rock armour grading process 

4.2.3.2 Concrete armour revetments 

An option to construct the permeable revetment out of a concrete proprietary armour unit has 
been included to provide a comparison against the rock armour revetment options.  The armour 
unit selected for these designs is Xbloc, considered to be the most technically efficient system, 
in terms of reduction of overtopping and total raw material requirements, currently available on 
the market.  

Xbloc is a precast concrete proprietary armour unit developed by Delta Marine Consultants 
(DMC) in 2003.  Unlike armourstone, the stability of Xbloc is dependent on both the mass of the 
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unit and the interlocking of adjacent units.  This makes them a more effective form of armouring 
slopes per unit mass of armour material.  Double layer systems have been shown to allow 
unwanted movements of units in the upper layer, consequently, Xbloc has been designed to be 
used in a single layer.  Xbloc has to be placed on a predefined grid, however, the orientation is 
allowed to vary randomly unlike other monolayer armour units.  

 

Figure 4-5: Xbloc armour unit (DMC, 2011) 

The following summarises the Xbloc design process.  The Xbloc armour units have been sized 
using the ultimate limit state, or the upper limit for the structural stability of the proposed defence 
components.  This limit state has been used to ensure that the Xbloc will withstand 200-year 
wave conditions in combination with 200-year extreme sea-levels, including the effects of 
climate change to the year 2115.  The overall likelihood of an event of this magnitude occurring 
will have a probability greater than 1 in 200-years, incorporating a preliminary level of safety into 
the critical design elements.  This has ensured any structures will withstand wave conditions 
with an extremely low recurrence interval. 

 Xbloc sizing calculation used: Xbloc - Guidelines for Xbloc Concept Designs15 

 Significant wave height (Hs): 1 in 200 year ultimate limit state wave height plus climate 
change transformed to the structure toe  

 Period (Tm): 1 in 200 year plus climate change wave period 

 Still Water Level (SWL): 1in 200 year water level including climate change 

 Concrete density: 2.4t/m3 

 Slope Angle (α) 

Using the above input parameters within the Xbloc calculation (Xbloc guidance) produces a 
required armour unit volume necessary to achieve stability on the revetment slope.  This 
required volume is multiplied by a safety factor to build a level of conservatism into the design.  
Xbloc armour units are produced in standard sizes which are selected to exceed the required 
armour unit volume.  

This armour unit is not suitable for all revetment slopes (as in the case for armourstone) as the 
stability is dependent on achieving a uniform, level bedding layer.  This is difficult to achieve on 
the smaller revetment structures which often only need one primary armour type.  Hence, sites 

                                                      
15 Delta Marine Consultants (2011), Xbloc - Guidelines for Xbloc Concept Designs 
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with larger revetments are typically provided with both Xbloc and armourstone, while smaller 
revetments typically only propose a rock armour revetment option. 

4.2.4 Beach recharge 

This design option involves the placement of sediment on the existing beach in order to ‘top up’ 
the existing beach to create a higher and wider beach.  This dissipates wave energy over the 
beach as opposed to over the existing coastal defences.  The selection of the beach geometry 
involved the concept of a 'design beach' which provides the crest heights, widths and slopes 
necessary to achieve both overtopping and erosion design standards. 

Numerical wave overtopping modelling was undertaken using the Neural Network component 
of industry standard EurOtop.  Wave overtopping calculations and design modifications were 
undertaken iteratively to reach an optimum design that minimises wave overtopping to the 
desired tolerance for all of the potential combinations of variables tested in the wave 
transformation model.    

The initial design of the beach recharge considered a full suite of beach crest elevations, widths 
and slopes which were all tested against a range of wave height and water level combinations 
that comprise a 1 in 200-year event including an allowance for climate change and a 1 in 1-year 
event again including an allowance for climate change.  The primary aim of this modelling was 
to determine the worst case combination for anticipated overtopping volumes.  This initial 
modelling provided a guide for the general defence geometry appropriate for this location, 
normally allowing for the selection of a defined beach crest elevation and slope. 

Having defined the beach crest elevation and front slope, the revetment crest width was varied 
at 100mm increments to identify the required width of crest necessary to achieve the tolerable 
overtopping limits.  This iterative optimisation process is shown as an example in Figure 4-6. 

 

Figure 4-6: Example optimisation of beach crest width 

The design beach must consider the grain size of the recharged material as it has important 
implications on the expected lifetime of the scheme and the form of the beach slope.  For each 
option proposed, it was conceptually considered that the material will be recharged to a similar, 
marginally coarser beach grade sediment type, than that found naturally on site.  

The design beach must also consider the expected beach losses due to storm draw down, to 
ensure the minimum required crest width is maintained during the design storm event.  This was 
included conceptually allowing for a 50% recession of the required crest width for overtopping 
performance.  For each beach option proposed, the expected capital and maintenance 
replenishment regime has been commented upon but would require careful analysis during 
detailed design.   In addition, the necessity for longshore control structures has not been 
considered at this design stage. 
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5 Site by site options 
The design options for each site are discussed in this chapter.  The seven towns investigated 
during this study have been split into harbour and open coast frontages, depending on whether 
they are at risk of still water level flooding or wave overtopping respectively. For each site, the 
chapter takes the following format: 

1. Short description of the existing defences 

2. Flood risk mechanisms  

3. Current standard of protection 

4. Options proposed to reduce flood risk 

5. Relevant design drawings 

6. Options discounted to reduce flood risk. 

In addition, summary tables have been provided here, detailing the standard of protection each 
site is offered by the existing defences in present day and future scenarios, the options proposed 
and the standard of protection offered by each asset. 

Table 5-1: Summary options for harbour locations 

Location Current standard of protection - 
SWL  

 

Defence option Defended 
standard of 
protection 
(2115) - SWL Present day 2115 

Castletown 1 in 10-year 1 in 1-year CH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 

CH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 

CH3 - Tidal gate <1 in 20-year** 

Douglas 1 in 50-year 1 in 1-year DH1 - Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 

DH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 

DH3 - Tidal gate <1 in 20-year** 

Laxey 1 in 100-year* 1 in 1-year LH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 

Ramsey 1 in 2-year 1 in 1-year RH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 

RH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 

RH3 - Tidal <1 in 20-year** 

Peel 1 in 100-year 1 in 1-year PH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 

PH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 

* Laxey Harbour flood risk mechanism has been anecdotally described as being a combination of high still water levels 
and waves propagating into the harbour so this value is likely to be an underestimation 

** Tidal gate options were modelled to assess the storage capacity in the harbours and were found to offer less than a 
1 in 20-year standard of protection against fluvial flooding during gate closure. 
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Table 5-2: Summary options for open coast environments 

Location Current standard of protection - 
SWL  

Current standard of 
protection - Wave 
overtopping 

Defence option Defended 
standard of 
protection 
(2115) - SWL 

Defended standard 
of protection 
(2115) - Wave 
overtopping Present day 2115 Present day 2115 

Castletown >1 in 200-year >1 in 200-year 1 in 100-year 1 in 20-year COC1 - Raised sea wall - 1 in 50-year 

COC2 - Set back wall - 1 in 200-year 

COC3 - Rock revetment - 1 in 200-year 

Douglas 
Area A 

1 in 200-year 1 in 10-year 1 in 20-year 1 in 5-year DOCA1 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 

DOCA2 - Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 

DOCA3 - Beach recharge 1 in 5-year 1 in 200-year 

Douglas 
Area B 

>1 in 200-year >1 in 200-year 1 in 10-year 1 in 5-year DOCB1 - Rock revetment - 1 in 200-year 

DOCB2 - Xbloc revetment - 1 in 200-year 

Laxey >1 in 200-year >1 in 200-year 1 in 50-year 1 in 5-year LOC1 - Set back wall - 1 in 100-year 

LOC2 - Raised sea wall - 1 in 10-year 

LOC3 - Rock revetment - 1 in 200-year 

Ramsey >1 in 200-year 1 in 100-year 1 in 50-year 1 in 5-year ROC1 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 100-year 

ROC2 - Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 

Peel >1 in 200-year > 1 in 200-year 1 in 20-year 1 in 1-year POC1 - Rock revetment - 1 in 200-year 

POC2 - Set back wall - 1 in 200-year 

Port St Mary 1 in 100-year 1 in 50-year 1 in 20-year 1 in 5-year PSM1 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 100-year 

PSM2 - Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 

Gansey >1 in 200-year >1 in 200-year 1 in 50-year 1 in 5-year GOC1 - Rock revetment - 1 in 200-year 

GOC2 - Xbloc revetment - 1 in 200-year 

GOC3 - Raised sea wall - 1 in 200-year 
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5.1 Castletown Harbour 

The existing defences reflect a typical inner harbour environment.  Quay walls situated at ground 
level throughout the harbour provide access to boat users while offering some level of protection 
against still water level flooding.   

During the winter storms of 2013/2014, the water level exceeded the quay walls in the main 
harbour fronting brewery wharf and flooded residential and commercial property in this area.  
Hope Street to the west of the harbour flooded especially badly, due to its low lying topography.  
In addition, Mill Race drains to the East of Hope Street which backs up during a storm event 
and spills its bank to flood the hinterland. 

Castletown Harbour is at risk of still water level flooding during the 1 in 10-year event in present 
day conditions and a 1 in 1-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements 
in the future.  The following three options were considered appropriate for reducing still water 
level flood risk: 

 Raised quay wall 

 Set back wall 

 Tidal gate 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-C-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-C-H-DR-C-02 

 IoM-JBA-D-H-DR-C-03 

5.1.1 CH1 - Raised quay wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Castletown Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level.  
The raised harbour walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  
It is assumed that the new wall will be placed on top of the existing defences and achieve its 
stability against sliding and overturning through a cantilever and base key, due to the unknown 
structural capacity of the existing quay walls.  A summary of the defence information is provided 
in Table 5-3. 

 

Figure 5-1: Section drawing of CH1 

Mill race is culverted as it drains under the southern extent of Back Hope Street.  Currently there 
is no outlet control that prevents tidal waters from flooding up Mill Race, backing up the river 
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water and overtopping its banks at Hope Street.  This design specifies a culvert relief to prevent 
return flow up Mill Race, through the use of a flap valve system.  Here a chamber has been 
created just north of the culvert with flap valves fitted on the outer edge.  A trash screen, access 
platform and access hatch have been fitted to the flap valve chamber to ensure that the gates 
can be maintained safely.   

Table 5-3: CH1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: On the existing line of defence (quay wall) 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above pavement (m): 1.2 to 1.4 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): varies 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in 
Castletown Harbour.  However, the size of the wall is quite large which would have some visual 
impact on the landscape.  The harbour area could be redeveloped and the walls could be 
landscaped to ensure the defences are in-keeping with their surroundings. 

5.1.2 CH2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Castletown Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level 
behind the existing line of defence.  The set back wall has been designed as a reinforced 
concrete cantilever retaining wall.  It has been designed to sit on an existing kerb line, 
demarcating the position of the roads behind. To the north of the harbour the wall has been 
designed to run along Mill Race and tie into the property behind the boat storage/car park.  This 
area will therefore be allowed to flood during a storm event. 

The wall specifies no piled foundations due to the need to limit disturbance to the quay wall 
structure which is of unknown condition.  Instead the wall will achieve stability against sliding 
and overturning through a cantilever.  

 

Figure 5-2: Section drawing of CH2 

As stated above, Mill race is culverted as it drains under the southern extent of Back Hope 
Street.  This design specifies a culvert relief to prevent return flow up Mill Race, through the use 
of a flap valve system.  Here a chamber has been created just north of the culvert with flap 
valves fitted on the outer edge.  A trash screen, access platform and access hatch have been 
fitted to the flap valve chamber to ensure that the gates can be maintained safely.   
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Table 5-4: CH2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: Set back between 2 and 5m front the quay wall edge 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above pavement (m): 1.2 to 1.4 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): varies 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in 
Castletown Harbour.  However, the size of the wall is quite large which would have some visual 
impact on the landscape.  The harbour area could be redeveloped and the walls could be 
landscaped to ensure the defences are in-keeping with their surroundings. 

5.1.3 CH3 - Tidal gate 

A tidal gate option was proposed for Castletown, to be retrospectively fitted to the narrow 
opening at the foot bridge between Bridge Street and Castle Street.  In the assessment of the 
feasibility of the flood gates, a fluvial flood event was modelled to coincide with the gates being 
closed.  The two return periods for analysis were the 1 in 20-year event and the 1 in 100-year 
event with an allowance for climate change included.  

The results of the modelling are shown in Figure 5-3.  It can be clearly seen that by closing the 
gates during a large still water level event, the fluvial flood risk is dramatically increased (quoted 
at in the order of 1 in 200-year standard of protection in present day conditions).  During both 
storm events, shortly after the gates are closed (within 1-2 hours), the harbour quickly fills up 
and overtops the defences, flooding the land behind.  Given this increase in flood risk, and the 
lack of capacity within the harbour, it appears that the use of tidal gates may not be a viable 
option to reduce the flood risk in Castletown.   

 

Figure 5-3: Flood extents in Castletown for the 1 in 20 and 1 in 100-year fluvial events during gate closure 

The gates are an effective option to reduce still water level flood risk.  However, if the gate 
closure coincides with a fluvial flood event the combined flood risk would be inevitable.  
Nonetheless, fluvial flood events equivalent to less than a 1 in 20-year event have not been 
considered in this study, which may still prove the effectiveness of the gates.  This is particularly 
important given the lack of joint probability assessment undertaken between still water levels 
and fluvial flood events which may show the lack of interdependence between the two variables.   
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However, given Castletown's current standard of protection (1 in 10-year), the gates would have 
to be closed during more regular storm events which are much more likely to coincide with a 
larger fluvial event in joint probability. 

Further study would be required to completely discount this option, but on initial assessment it 
appears that tidal gates will not be suitable given the lack of storage capacity in Castletown 
Harbour.  Further study could also investigate the use of relief storage areas up stream which 
could help attenuate some of the volume being transported into the harbour. 

Aside from the calculations of the storage capacity within the harbour, a further large technical 
risk is associated with this option, regarding the timing of gate closure.  The timing and optimal 
deployment of the gates would require significant testing in order to maximise the storage 
capacity in the harbour and minimise gate closure periods.  While this may be relatively easy to 
calculate in laboratory conditions, the practicalities of deploying the gates in the field may involve 
significantly more obstacles in combination with the difficulties in forecasting both storm surges 
and large rainfall events. 
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5.2 Castletown Open Coast 

The existing defences at Castletown are composed of a concrete sea wall fronted by a concrete 
stepped revetment.  A small shingle beach fronts the stepped revetment, but offers little added 
protection against wave overtopping. 

The open coast frontage at Castletown is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 100-year 
event in present day conditions and a 1 in 20-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for 
defence improvements in the future.  The following three options were considered appropriate 
for reducing the risk of wave overtopping at Castletown: 

 Raised sea wall 

 Set back wall 

 Rock revetment 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-C-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-C-OC-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the wave 
overtopping risk in Castletown have been provided in Table 5-8, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.2.1 COC1 - Raised sea wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
on the existing line of defence.  By raising the defence level, the volume of wave overtopping is 
reduced, by increasing the transport pathway for the overtopped water.  This wall has been 
designed as a reinforced concrete cap fixed onto the existing sea wall.  

 

Figure 5-4: Section through COC1 
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Table 5-5: COC1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Raised cap 

Position: On the existing line of defence 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 50-year (wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 16 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.6 (threshold 0.1) 

Raise above existing level (m): 0.5 

Total height of wall above pavement (m): 1.5 

Length of defence (m): 375 

 

This option could be considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  
However, there are several issues with this design.   

Firstly, due to the unknown structural capacity of the existing sea wall, it is assumed that the 
walls will be able to bear a maximum raise of 500mm, as stated in the Design Input Statement.  
However, based on the overtopping modelling, an additional wall raising of 800mm above the 
existing wall crest would be required to reduce the overtopping rates to the tolerable thresholds, 
producing a maximum wall height of 1810mm.  Aside from the significant obstacles of achieving 
structural stability on a wall of this magnitude, a wall of this height would have a significant visual 
impact on landscape of Castletown.   

Obviously, this option does not conform to the intended design standards.  The overtopping 
rates during the design storm events are outlined in Table 5-5.  This design option offers a 
standard of protection against a storm in the order of 1 in 50 to 1 in 100-year event in 2115.   

Alternatively the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Castletown, e.g. 20 l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping rate 
of this magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would be 
unsafe for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping rate, 
the DoI would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the overtopped 
area.  Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping rate would 
be acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

Options to completely remove and re-design the sea wall could easily be developed to meet the 
required overtopping thresholds.  However, this was not taken forward due to the costs being 
orders of magnitude larger than other options proposed for Castletown. 

Secondly the wall has a total height of 1.5m above ground level which would be a considerable 
structure that is likely to have a large visual impact on the environment around Castletown. 

5.2.2 COC2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option places a rear wall behind the 
existing line of defence to capture and contain any wave overtopping over the defences, to 
prevent flooding of the hinterland.  The wall has been set back between 1.5 and 3m from the 
primary sea wall, demarcating the border between the road and the promenade.  The wall has 
been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   The practicality of the wave 
capture tank is critically dependent on there being sufficient storage capacity within the tank to 
contain the overtopped water during the design storm event.  To ensure there is adequate 
capacity and ensure the secondary line of defence does not overtop, additional drainage has 
been included through the front sea wall.  Preliminary conceptual calculations showed that with 
the inclusion of the drainage suggests this option will offer the required design standards. 
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Table 5-6: COC2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall (wave capture tank) 

Position: 1.5-3m behind the front sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year (wave overtopping) 

Elevation above pavement (m): 1.15 

Width of defence (m): 0.4 

Length of defence (m): 375 

 

Figure 5-5: Section through COC2 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping at 
Castletown.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the landscape and may provide 
opportunities for the redevelopment of the promenade.  

However, there is some uncertainty over the functioning of this defence and its ability to meet 
the tolerable overtopping threshold, particularly when it is setback a distance less than 2m.  Due 
to the lack of space at Castletown, the wall cannot be set back any further.  There is the 
possibility that water overtopping the primary sea wall may travel over both walls and inundate 
the land behind.  In these situations, the defence may not conform to the required design 
standard.   

The design of this defence has assumed that all water that overtops the primary sea wall will be 
captured in the space between the two walls.  This is a significant assumption as in reality some 
of this overtopped water is likely to travel a significant distance in land. However this is very 
difficult to quantify with numerical modelling.  Consequently, this option should be approached 
with caution and it is recommended that detailed 2D and 3D physical modelling is undertaken 
should the defence option be taken forward. 

5.2.3 COC3 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing sea wall.  
This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment. 
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Table 5-7: COC3 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event): 6 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate (1:1-year event): 0.07 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 5.90 

Width of revetment crest (m): 3 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 375 

 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in 
Castletown.  However, the placement of rock in front of the defences may ruin the amenity 
beach in front of the sea wall.   

 

Figure 5-6: Section through COC3 

5.2.4 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-8: Discounted options for Castletown (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Beach recharge The area does not appear to support the build-up of beach grade-
sediment, which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach. 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall and promenade area which is likely to be several orders of 
magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.3 Douglas Harbour 

Douglas Harbour is at risk of still water level flooding during the 1 in 50-year event in present 
day conditions and a 1 in 1-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements 
in the future.  The following three options were considered appropriate for reducing still water 
level flood risk: 

 Raised quay wall 

 Set back wall 

 Tidal gate 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-D-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-D-H-DR-C-02 

 IoM-JBA-D-H-DR-C-03 

5.3.1 DH1 - Raised quay wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However, for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Douglas Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level.  The 
raised harbour walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  It is 
assumed that the new wall will be placed on top of the existing defences and achieve its stability 
against sliding and overturning through a cantilever and base key, due to the unknown structural 
capacity of the existing quay walls.  A summary of the defence information is provided in Table 
5-9. 

 

Figure 5-7: Section through DH1 

Table 5-9: DH1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: On the existing line of defence (quay wall) 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above promenade (m): 0.85 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 475 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Douglas 
Harbour.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the landscape and may provide 
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opportunities for the redevelopment of the harbour.  The 0.85m wall would require a handrail to 
be fitted to reduce the slip, trip and fall risk associated with this option. 

5.3.2 DH2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Douglas Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level behind 
the existing line of defence.  The set back wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete 
cantilever retaining wall.  It has been designed to sit on an existing kerb and hand rail line 
situated between 2 and 5m from the quay wall edge with a total length in the order of 475m. 

The kerb and pavement will require excavating to construct the new wall.  The wall specifies no 
piled foundations due to the need to limit disturbance to the quay wall structure which is of 
unknown condition.  Instead the wall will achieve stability against sliding and overturning through 
a cantilever.  

 

Figure 5-8: Section through DH2 

Table 5-10: DH2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: Set back between 2 and 5m front the quay wall edge 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above promenade (m): 0.75 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 475 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Douglas 
Harbour.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the landscape and may provide 
opportunities for the redevelopment of the harbour.  The 0.75m wall would require a handrail to 
be fitted to reduce the slip, trip and fall risk associated with this option.  In addition, the 
requirements to maintain access through the setback walls will require the use of demountable 
flood barriers to maintain hydraulic impermeability. 

5.3.3 DH3 - Tidal gates 

A tidal gate option was proposed for Douglas, to be retrospectively fitted to the road bridge 
connecting South and North Quay Road.  In the assessment of the feasibility of the flood gates, 
a fluvial flood event was modelled to coincide with the gates being closed.  The two return 
periods for analysis were the 1 in 20-year event and the 1 in 100-year event with an allowance 
for climate change included.  
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The results of the modelling are shown in Figure 5-9.  It can be clearly seen that by closing the 
gates during a large still water level event, the fluvial flood risk is dramatically increased.  During 
both storm events, shortly after the gates are closed (within 1-2 hours), the harbour quickly fills 
up and overtops the defences, flooding the land behind.   Given this increase in flood risk, and 
the lack of capacity within the harbour, it appears that the use of tidal gates may not be a viable 
option to reduce the flood risk in Douglas.   

 

Figure 5-9: Flood extents in Douglas for the 1 in 20 and 1 in 100-year fluvial events during gate closure 

The gates are an effective option to reduce still water level flood risk.  However, if the gate 
closure coincides with a fluvial flood event the combined flood risk would be inevitable.  
Nonetheless, fluvial flood events equivalent to less than a 1 in 20-year event have not been 
considered in this study, which may still prove the effectiveness of the gates.  This is particularly 
important given the lack of joint probability assessment undertaken between still water levels 
and fluvial flood events, which may show the lack of interdependence between the two 
variables.   

However, given Douglas's current standard of protection (1 in 50-year), the gates would have 
to be closed during more regular storm events which are much more likely to coincide with a 
larger fluvial event in joint probability. 

Further study would be required to completely discount this option, but on initial assessment it 
appears that tidal gates will not be suitable given the lack of storage capacity in Douglas 
Harbour.  Further study could also investigate the use of relief storage areas up stream which 
could help attenuate some of the volume being transported into the harbour. 

Aside from the calculations of the storage capacity within the harbour, a further large technical 
risk is associated with this option, regarding the timing of gate closure.  The timing and optimal 
deployment of the gates would require significant testing in order to maximise the storage 
capacity in the harbour and minimise gate closure periods.  While this may be relatively easy to 
calculate in laboratory conditions, the practicalities of deploying the gates in the field may involve 
significantly more obstacles in combination with the difficulties in forecasting both storm surges 
and large rainfall events.  
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5.4 Douglas Open Coast 

Douglas Bay is at risk of wave overtopping and still water level flood risk.  For the purposes of 
producing defence options to mitigate these risks, Douglas Bay has been split into two areas 
corresponding to differing wave overtopping mechanisms. 

 

Figure 5-10: Area divisions in Douglas 

Douglas Area A - In the south of Douglas Bay, defence elevations are low, but are fronted by 
a large sand beach in places.  Here, the wave overtopping occurs due to the run-up of broken 
waves exceeding the defence crest elevation, inundating the hinterland.  Douglas Area A is at 
risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 20-year event in present day conditions and 1 in 5-year 
event in 2115.  Coupled with this risk, Douglas A is also at risk of the 1 in 200-year event from 
still water levels alone, highlighting the need for a defence option that addresses both the wave 
overtopping and still water level components of flood risk. 

The following three options were considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk in Douglas 
Area A:   

 Set back wall 

 Raised sea wall 

 Beach recharge 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-D-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-D-OC-DR-C-02 

Douglas Area B - In the north of the bay, wave overtopping occurs due to impulsive conditions.  
Here, the large vertical walls allow for large waves to break on the structures, causing jets of 
up-rush water to pass over the structure.  Douglas Area B is at risk of wave overtopping during 
the 1 in 10-year event in present day conditions and 1 in 5-year event in 2115.  The area shows 
little risk from still water level flooding during the design storm event, hence these defence 
options seek to solely reduce the risk of wave overtopping. 
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The following options were considered appropriate for reducing the risk of wave overtopping in 
Douglas Area B: 

 Rock armour revetment 

 Xbloc revetment 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-D-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-D-OC-DR-C-03 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping and still water level flooding in Douglas have been provided in Table 5-16, 
together with their reasons for exclusion. 

5.4.1 Douglas Area A: DOCA1 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option raises the defence crest level 
between 4 and 20m behind the existing line of defence.  This has a dual purpose.  Firstly by 
stetting back the wall, a significant portion of the wave energy can be dissipated on the existing 
defences, allowing the optimisation and reduction of the setback wall crest elevation when 
compared to the necessary raise on the primary line of defence.  Secondly, by raising the 
impermeable defence crest level, the risk of still water level flooding is reduced. 

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small bullnose 
recurve has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave 
breaking process.   

 

 

Figure 5-11: Section through DOCA1 

Table 5-11: DOCA1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: Set back between 4 and 20m from the sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (SWL and wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 11 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 1 (threshold 0.1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.20 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.5, stem/bullnose 

Length of defence (m): 1800 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce both the wave overtopping and still 
water level flood risk in Douglas Area A.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the 
landscape and may provide opportunities for the redevelopment of the promenade.  It should 
be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable threshold for the 
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more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the required raise 
would have be in the order of 2000mm which would be a considerably large wall.  As part of this 
design, there has to be a consideration of what is achievable with both cost and the environment 
in mind.  A wall of this magnitude would have a significant visual impact on the landscape of 
Douglas Promenade. 

An overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member 
of staff to access the land behind10.  The DoI could consider this overtopping threshold 
acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the design 
standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  It is 
important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and 
the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.4.2 Douglas Area A: DOCA2 - Raised sea wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option raises the defence crest level 
on the existing line of the defence.  This has a dual purpose.  Firstly by raising the height of the 
wall, the transport pathway for wave overtopping water has been increased, reducing the 
quantity that travels over the defence crest.  Secondly, by raising the impermeable defence 
crest level, the risk of still water level flooding is reduced.  

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small recurve 
has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave breaking 
process.   

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce both the wave overtopping and still 
water level flood risk in Douglas Area A.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the 
landscape and may provide opportunities for the redevelopment of the promenade.  It should 
be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable threshold for the 
more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the required raise 
would have be in the order of 1800mm which would be a considerably large wall.  As part of this 
design, there has to be a consideration of what is achievable with both cost and the environment 
in mind.  A wall of this magnitude would have a significant visual impact on the landscape of 
Douglas Promenade. 

An overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member 
of staff to access the land behind10.  The DoI could consider this overtopping threshold 
acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the design 
standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  It is 
important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and 
the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

Table 5-12: DOCA2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: On the line of existing sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (SWL and wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 9 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.5 (threshold 0.1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.00 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.7, stem/recurve 

Length of defence (m): 1800 
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Figure 5-12: Section through DOCA2 

5.4.3 Douglas Area A: DOCA3 - Beach recharge 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option involves the placement of 
sediment on the existing beach in order to ‘top up’ the existing beach to create a higher and 
wider beach.  This will dissipate wave energy over the beach as opposed to over the existing 
coastal defences. 

 

Figure 5-13: Section through DOCA3 

Table 5-13: DOCA3 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Beach 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Sand (graded similarly to existing material) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 
1 in 5-year event (Still water level flooding) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 8 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 2 (threshold 0.1) 

Beach elevation (mD02): 4.00 

Width of beach crest (m): 15 

Slope of beach: 1:20 

Length of defence (m): 1800 

 

This option could be considered to be a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping in Douglas 
Area A.  The beach would offer the added benefit of providing a valuable amenity that could 
attract tourism to the area.  However, this design would need to be coupled with a raise of the 
impermeable defence level by roughly 500mm as the area is at risk of still water level flooding.  
This should be considered when comparing this defence option with other solutions provided 
here. 

In designing a beach recharge scheme, the initial capital placement of material to construct the 
design beach must be considered in combination with a commitment to maintenance 
replenishment, in order to counteract the normal annual losses typically experienced on a 
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recharged beach.  Typical annual losses are suggested at 5% of the recharged volume which 
would require top-up on a bi-annual basis when the beach falls below the critical design beach 
dimensions.  This must be considered when comparing this option, against other harder defence 
solutions, where the associated maintenance is expected to be minimal.  

The annual losses can be counteracted through the construction of longshore control structures 
(groynes), to prevent the migration of beach grade sediment to areas accreting material.  These 
are particularly effective on drift aligned frontages.  However, it appears that Douglas Bay is 
orientated perpendicular to the wave direction and so can be described as a swash aligned 
frontage.  On swash aligned beaches, longshore losses are often minimal, with cross-shore 
losses dominating.  Consequently it has been suggested that the use of longshore control 
structures would have a negligible influence in controlling the rate of erosion.  Should this option 
be taken forward to detailed design, it is suggested that detailed sediment transport modelling 
is undertaken to explore the efficiency of groynes in controlling the rate of erosion. 

It should also be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable 
threshold for the more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the 
beach crest width would have to be in the order of 25m which would be a considerable capital 
investment.  An overtopping rate of 2l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, 
trained member of staff to access the land behind10.  The DoI could consider this overtopping 
threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the 
design standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  
It is important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate 
and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.4.4 Douglas Area B: DOCB1 - Rock armour revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing large 
vertical sea wall.  This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment.   

 

Figure 5-14: Section through DOCB1 

Table 5-14: DOCB1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 9 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.13 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 6.10 

Width of revetment crest (m): 9 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 280 
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This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in Douglas 
Area B.   

5.4.5 Douglas Area B: DOCB2 - Xbloc armour revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing sea wall.  
This has been achieved through the design of an Xbloc armour revetment.   

 

Figure 5-15: Section through DOCB2 

Table 5-15: DOCB2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Concrete proprietary armour unit - Xbloc (0.75m3) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 9 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.13 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 6.10 

Width of revetment crest (m): 9 

Slope of revetment: 1:1.4 

Length of defence (m): 280 

 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in Douglas 
Area B.  

5.4.6 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-16. 

Table 5-16: Discounted options for Douglas (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Douglas Area A 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Permeable 
revetment 

A permeable revetment option would destroy the beach area which 
would reduce the tourism/amenity value of Douglas Bay. 
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Defence option Reason for discounting 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall and promenade area which is likely to be several orders of 
magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 

Douglas Area B 

Beach recharge Douglas Area B does not appear to support the build-up of beach grade-
sediment, which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach. 

Sea wall raising Overtopping mechanism is due to the large water depth at the vertical 
wall, hence solutions must attempt to reduce the proportion of the 
vertical wall face in contact with direct wave energy. 

Set back wall Overtopping mechanism is due to the large water depth at the vertical 
wall, hence solutions must attempt to reduce the proportion of the 
vertical wall face in contact with direct wave energy. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.5 Laxey Harbour 

The existing defences reflect a typical inner harbour environment.  Quay walls situated at ground 
level throughout the harbour provide access to boat users while offering some level of protection 
against flooding.   

Laxey Harbour is at risk of still water level flooding during the 1 in 100-year event in present day 
conditions and a 1 in 1-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements in 
the future.  However, anecdotal evidence suggests that the flooding mechanism at Laxey is not 
solely the function of still water levels exceeding the defence crest level, but that waves are 
propagating through the harbour and that the combined still water level and wave height are 
overtopping the harbour walls.  The design options for Laxey will therefore seek to reduce the 
volume of flood water, exceeding the harbour defences, from the combined still water and wave 
height water level. 

The following option was considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk at Laxey: 

 Raised quay wall 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for this option is: 

 IoM-JBA-L-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-L-H-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the still 
water level flood risk in Laxey have been provided in Table 5-18, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.5.1 LH1 - Raised quay wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However, for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the flood risk 
at Laxey Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level.   

The raised quay walls at Laxey have been split into two different wall types, corresponding to 
the differing existing harbour defences.  Wall type 1 has been placed on the southern and 
northern areas of Laxey Harbour, designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.  It 
is assumed that the new wall will be placed on top of the existing defences and achieve its 
stability against sliding and overturning through a cantilever and base key, due to the unknown 
structural capacity of the existing quay walls.   

 

Figure 5-16: Section through LH1 (Wall type 1) 

Wall type 2 has been designed as a raised concrete cap placed on top of the existing concrete 
stepped revetment.  This cap will tie in directly with the existing defences.  
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Figure 5-17: Section through LH1 (Wall type 2) 

A summary of the defence information is provided in Table 5-17. 

Table 5-17: LH1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall & Raised cap 

Position: On the existing line of defence (quay wall) 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

 Wall type 1 Wall Type 2 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.2 1.4 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 170 37 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the flood risk in Laxey Harbour.  
However, the walls are large which may have a negative impact on the landscape of Laxey 
Harbour.  A large portion of the necessary raise has come from a large freeboard allowance 
due to the anecdotal evidence that the flooding occurs due to wave propagating through the 
harbour.  During detailed design it would be beneficial to explore the wave propagation in further 
detail in an attempt to reduce the freeboard allowance and hence the height of the wall.  

5.5.2 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-18. 

Table 5-18: Discounted options for Laxey (harbour) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Set back walls Narrow streets around Laxey Harbour mean the use of a set back wall 
would be difficult to achieve without constricting the streets further. 

Tidal gates No suitable location for the gates to be retrospectively fitted to the 
existing defences, so solution would require significant civils works to 
install the gates. 
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5.6 Laxey Open Coast 

The existing defences are composed of a small concrete sea wall fronted by a concrete stepped 
revetment.  To the west of the site, a coarse shingle beach has buried the revetment, providing 
an added level of protection to the defence.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that the wave 
overtopping issues are exacerbated in the east of the unit, where the beach has been drawn 
down exposing the revetment. 

Laxey is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 50-year event in present day conditions and 
a 1 in 5-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements in the future.  The 
following three options were considered appropriate for reducing the risk of wave overtopping 
at Laxey: 

 Set back wall 

 Raised sea wall 

 Rock revetment 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-L-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-L-OC-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping in Laxey have been provided in Table 5-22, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.6.1 LOC1 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
behind the existing line of defence.  This has a dual purpose.  Firstly by setting back the wall, a 
significant portion of the wave energy can be dissipated on the existing defences, allowing the 
optimisation and reduction of the setback wall crest elevation when compared to the necessary 
raise on the primary line of defence.  Secondly, by setting back the wall, the wall operates as a 
wave capture tank, containing overtopped water, and preventing water from inundating the 
hinterland.  

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small recurve 
has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave breaking 
process.   

 

Figure 5-18: Section through LOC1 
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Table 5-19: LOC1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: Set back between 2 and 10m from the sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 50-year event (SWL and wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 22 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.25 (threshold 0.1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.20 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.7 stem/recurve 

Length of defence (m): 205 

 

This option could be considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  
However, at this stage it does not conform to the tolerable overtopping rates.  Due to the need 
to design something that was in keeping with the surroundings, a maximum wall height of 
1200mm above the promenade level was applied for this wall.  Based on the overtopping 
modelling, a set back wall in the order of 1600mm above the promenade level would be required 
to meet the proposed design thresholds.  A wall of this magnitude would have a considerable 
visual impact on the landscape of Laxey.  Obviously, this option does not conform to the 
intended design standards.  The overtopping rates during the design storm events are outlined 
in Table 5-19.  This design option offers a standard of protection against a storm in the order of 
1 in 50 to 1 in 100-year event in 2115.   

Alternatively the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Laxey, e.g. 25l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping rate of 
this magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would be 
unsafe for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping rate, 
the DoI would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the overtopped 
area.  Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping rate would 
be acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

5.6.2 LOC2 - Raised sea wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
on the existing line of defence.  By raising the defence level, the volume of wave overtopping is 
reduced, by increasing the transport pathway for the overtopped water.  This wall has been 
designed as a reinforced concrete cap fixed onto the existing sea wall.  

 

Figure 5-19: Section through LOC2
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Table 5-20: LOC2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Raised cap 

Position: On the existing line of defence 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 10-year (wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 100 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 1.5 (threshold 0.1) 

Raise above existing level (m): 0.5 

Total height of wall above pavement (m): 0.95 

Length of defence (m): 205 

 

This option is not really considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.   

Due to the unknown structural capacity of the existing sea wall, it is assumed that the walls will 
be able to bear a maximum raise of 500mm, as stated in the Design Input Statement.  However, 
based on the overtopping modelling, an additional wall raising of 1700mm above the existing 
wall crest would be required to reduce the overtopping rates to the tolerable thresholds, 
producing a maximum wall height of 2200mm.  Aside from the significant obstacles of achieving 
structural stability on a wall of this magnitude, a wall of this height would have a significant visual 
impact on the landscape of Laxey.   

Obviously, this option does not conform to the intended design standards.  The overtopping 
rates during the design storm events are outlined in Table 5-20 and are considered to be too 
large for a newly proposed coastal defence.  While this design may be suitable for the present 
day conditions, it cannot be thought of as a long term solution to the wave overtopping issues 
experienced at Laxey.   

Options to completely remove and re-design the sea wall could easily be developed to meet the 
required overtopping thresholds.  However, this was not taken forward due to the costs being 
orders of magnitude larger than other options proposed for Laxey. 

5.6.3 LOC3 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing 
impermeable defences.  This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment.   

 

Figure 5-20: Section through LOC3 
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Table 5-21: LOC3 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Rock (6-10t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 1.5 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.01 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 3 

Width of revetment crest (m): 7.14 

Slope of revetment: 1:2.5 

Length of defence (m): 205 

 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in Laxey.  
However, the placement of rock in front of the defences may ruin the amenity beach in front of 
the sea wall. 

5.6.4 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-22. 

Table 5-22: Discounted options for Laxey (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger than other options proposed here. 

Beach recharge Laxey has a natural sediment type in the coarse cobble grading that 
would be difficult to source for a beach recharge.   

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall and promenade area which is likely to be several orders of 
magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.7 Ramsey Harbour 

The existing defences reflect a typical inner harbour environment.  Quay walls situated at ground 
level throughout the harbour provide access to boat users while offering some level of protection 
against flooding.   

Ramsey Harbour is at risk of still water level flooding during the 1 in 2-year event in present day 
conditions showing a very high risk of still water level flooding, highlighting the need for imminent 
defence improvements.   

The following three options were considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk at Ramsey: 

 Raised quay wall 

 Set back wall 

 Tidal gate 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-R-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-R-H-DR-C-02 

 IoM-JBA-R-H-DR-C-03 

5.7.1 RH1 - Raised quay wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However, for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Ramsey Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level.  The 
raised harbour walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  It is 
assumed that the new wall will be placed on top of the existing defences and achieve its stability 
against sliding and overturning through a cantilever and base key, due to the unknown structural 
capacity of the existing quay walls.   

 

Figure 5-21: Section through RH1 

Table 5-23: RH1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: On the existing line of defence (quay wall) 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.3 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 480 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Ramsey 
Harbour.  However, the size of the wall is quite large which would have some visual impact on 
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the landscape.  The harbour area could be redeveloped and the walls could be landscaped to 
ensure the defences are in-keeping with their surroundings. 

5.7.2 RH2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Ramsey Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level behind 
the existing line of defence.  The set back wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete 
cantilever retaining wall.  It has been designed to sit on an existing kerb line, demarcating the 
position of the roads behind.  

The wall specifies no piled foundations due to the need to limit disturbance to the quay wall 
structure which is of unknown condition.  Instead the wall will achieve stability against sliding 
and overturning through a cantilever.  

 

Figure 5-22: Section through RH2 

Table 5-24: RH2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: Set back between 2 and 5m front the quay wall edge 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above pavement (m): 1.3 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 480 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Ramsey 
Harbour.  However, the size of the wall is quite large which would have some visual impact on 
the landscape.  The harbour area could be redeveloped and the walls could be landscaped to 
ensure the defences are in-keeping with their surroundings. 

5.7.3 RH3 - Tidal gate 

A tidal gate option was proposed for Ramsey, to be retrospectively fitted at the mouth of Ramsey 
Harbour near to South Promenade.  In the assessment of the feasibility of the flood gates, a 
fluvial flood event was modelled to coincide with the gates being closed.  The two return periods 
for analysis were the 1 in 20-year event and the 1 in 100-year event with an allowance for 
climate change included.  

The results of the modelling are shown in Figure 5-23.  It can be clearly seen that by closing the 
gates during a large still water level event, the fluvial flood risk is dramatically increased.  During 
both storm events, shortly after the gates are closed (within 1-2 hours), the harbour quickly fills 
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up and overtops the defences, flooding the land behind.  Given this increase in flood risk, and 
the lack of capacity within the harbour, it appears that the use of tidal gates may not be a viable 
option to reduce the flood risk in Ramsey.   

Figure 5-23: Flood extents in Ramsey for the 1 in 20 and 1 in 100-year fluvial events during gate closure 

The gates are an effective option to reduce still water level flood risk.  However, if the gate 
closure coincides with a fluvial flood event the combined flood risk would be inevitable.  
Nonetheless, fluvial flood events equivalent to less than a 1 in 20-year event have not been 
considered in this study, which may still prove the effectiveness of the gates.  This is particularly 
important given the lack of joint probability assessment undertaken between still water levels 
and fluvial flood events, which may show the lack of interdependence between the two 
variables.  However, given Ramsey's current standard of protection (1 in 2-year), the gates 
would have to be closed during more regular storm events which are much more likely to 
coincide with a larger fluvial event in joint probability. 

Further study would be required to completely discount this option, but on initial assessment it 
appears that tidal gates will not be suitable given the lack of storage capacity in Ramsey 
Harbour.  Further study could also investigate the use of relief storage areas up stream which 
could help attenuate some of the volume being transported into the harbours. 

Aside from the calculations of the storage capacity within the harbour, a further large technical 
risk is associated with this option, regarding the timing of gate closure.  The timing and optimal 
deployment of the gates would require significant testing in order to maximise the storage 
capacity in the harbour and minimise gate closure periods.  While this may be relatively easy to 
calculate in laboratory conditions, the practicalities of deploying the gates in the field may involve 
significantly more obstacles in combination with the difficulties in forecasting both storm surges 
and large rainfall events. 
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5.8 Ramsey Open Coast 

Ramsey is at risk of both wave overtopping and still water level flooding.  The existing defences 
are composed of a concrete sea wall fronted by small sandy beach.  To the north of the site, a 
dune system affords the sea wall some scour protection, while in the south, the wall ties into an 
area of made ground.  During the storms of winter 2013/2014, continual toe scouring 
undermined the wall causing a section to collapse.  This section has been stabilised with rock 
armour but requires a longer term solution to ensure the wall does not collapse again. 

For the purposes of progressing this concept design, it is assumed that the wall will be repaired 
and strengthened to prevent further damage.  This assumption states that the wall will be sheet 
piled to prevent further foundation undermining, as discussed on site with DoI.  This has formed 
part of a conservative assumption as the repaired sea wall is likely to have a crest elevation 
greater than the failed sea wall, providing a level of conservatism in the overtopping rates 
calculated over the proposed defences. 

No attempt to re-design the failed wall section has been made during this piece of work as it 
has currently been put forward for planning considerations and is outside the scope of works.   

Ramsey is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 50-year event in present day conditions 
and a 1 in 5-year event in 2115.  In addition, Ramsey is at risk of still water level flooding under 
the 1 in 100-year event in 2115, highlighting the need to provide a defence option that reduces 
both the risk of wave overtopping and still water level flooding. 

The following two options were considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk in Ramsey: 

 Set back wall 

 Rock revetment 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-R-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-R-OC-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping and still water level flooding in Ramsey have been provided in Table 5-27, 
together with their reasons for exclusion. 

5.8.1 ROC1 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
roughly 4m back from the existing line of defence.  This has a dual purpose.  Firstly by stetting 
back the wall, a significant portion of the wave energy can be dissipated on the existing 
defences, allowing the optimisation and reduction of the setback wall crest elevation when 
compared to the necessary raise on the primary line of defence.  Secondly, by setting back the 
wall, the wall operates as a wave capture tank, containing overtopped water, and preventing 
water from inundating the hinterland.  

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small recurve 
has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave breaking 
process.   

Table 5-25: ROC1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: Set back 4m from the sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 50-year event (SWL and wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 28 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.17 (threshold 1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.20 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.7 stem/recurve 

Length of defence (m): 205 
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This option could be considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  
However, at this stage it does not conform to the tolerable overtopping rates.  Due to the need 
to design something that was in keeping with the surroundings, a maximum wall height of 
1200mm above the promenade level was applied for this wall.  Based on the overtopping 
modelling, a set back wall in the order of 1700mm above the promenade level would be required 
to meet these thresholds.  A wall of this magnitude would Ramsey.  Obviously, this option does 
not conform to the intended design standards.  The overtopping rates during the design storm 
events are outlined in Table 5-25.  This design option offers a standard of protection against a 
storm in the order of 1 in 50-year event in 2115.   

Alternatively the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Ramsey, e.g.30l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping rate of 
this magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would be 
unsafe for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping rate, 
the DoI would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the overtopped 
area.  Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping rate would 
be acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

 

Figure 5-24: Section through ROC1 

5.8.2 ROC2 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing 
impermeable defences.  This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment.  
In addition, the design specifies the use of a raised concrete cap on the existing sea wall, in 
order to provide the required impermeable defence crest level, necessary to provide the still 
water level protection. 

Table 5-26: ROC2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 6.5 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.07 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 5.90 

Width of revetment crest (m): 3.00 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 330 
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Figure 5-25: Section through ROC2 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in Ramsey.  
However, the placement of rock in front of the defences may ruin the amenity beach in front of 
the sea wall. 

5.8.3 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-27. 

Table 5-27: Discounted options for Ramsey (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Beach recharge Southern Ramsey does not appear to support the build-up of beach 
grade-sediment which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach.  In addition the 
environmentally sensitive dune system would be smothered by the 
deposition of sediment, which would likely have a significant detrimental 
impact on the dunes. 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall and promenade area which is likely to be several orders of 
magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.9 Peel Harbour 

The existing defences reflect a typical inner harbour environment.  Quay walls situated at ground 
level throughout the harbour provide access to boat users while offering some level of protection 
against flooding.  During the winter storms of 2013/2014, the water level exceeded the quay 
walls on the south eastern side of Peel Harbour and flooded residential and commercial property 
behind. 

Peel Harbour is at risk of still water level flooding during the 1 in 100-year event in present day 
conditions and a 1 in 1-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements in 
the future.  The following two options were considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk at 
Peel: 

 Raised quay wall 

 Set back wall 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-P-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-P-H-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the still 
water level flood risk in Peel have been provided in Table 5-30, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.9.1 PH1 - Raised quay wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However, for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Peel Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level.  The raised 
harbour walls have been designed as reinforced concrete cantilever retaining walls.  It is 
assumed that the new wall will be placed on top of the existing defences and achieve its stability 
against sliding and overturning through a cantilever and base key, due to the unknown structural 
capacity of the existing quay walls.  

 

Figure 5-26: Section through PH1
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Table 5-28: PH1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: On the existing line of defence (quay wall) 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above promenade (m): 0.85 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 232 

 

This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Peel 
Harbour.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the landscape and may provide 
opportunities for the redevelopment of the harbour.  The 0.85m wall would require a handrail to 
be fitted to reduce the slip, trip and fall risk associated with this option. 

5.9.2 PH2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option seeks to reduce the still water 
level flood risk at Peel Harbour, through raising the impermeable defence crest level behind the 
existing line of defence.  The set back wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete 
cantilever retaining wall.  It has been designed to sit behind East Quay road demarcating the 
transition between road and pavement with a total length in the order of 232m. 

 

Figure 5-27: Section through PH2 

The wall specifies no piled foundations due to the need to limit disturbance to the quay wall 
structure which is of unknown condition.  Instead the wall will achieve stability against sliding 
and overturning through a cantilever.  

Table 5-29: PH2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever retaining wall 

Position: Set back between 2 and 5m front the quay wall edge 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year SWL event 

Elevation above promenade (m): 0.85 

Width of defence (m): 0.3 

Length of defence (m): 232 
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This option is considered to be a viable option to reduce the still water level flood risk in Peel 
Harbour.  The size of the wall would not significantly alter the landscape and may provide 
opportunities for the redevelopment of the harbour.  The 0.85m wall would require a handrail to 
be fitted to reduce the slip, trip and fall risk associated with this option.  In addition, the 
requirements to maintain access through the setback walls will require the use of demountable 
flood barriers to maintain hydraulic impermeability. 

5.9.3 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-30. 

Table 5-30: Discounted options for Peel (harbour) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Tidal gates No suitable location for the gates to be retrospectively fitted to the 
existing defences, so solution would require significant civils works to 
install the gates. 
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5.10 Peel Open Coast 

The existing defences are composed of a large block work sea wall fronted by a small amount 
of rock armour scour protection.  During a high tide, a large water depth is in contact with the 
vertical sea wall, allowing large waves to impinge on the structure.  To the west of the site, a 
sandy beach has built up, reducing the proportion of the vertical wall face in direct contact with 
wave action.  This has the effect of reducing the wave overtopping experienced in the western 
section.  Consequently these design options seek to reduce the wave overtopping experienced 
in the eastern section.  

Peel is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 20-year event in present day conditions and 
a 1 in 1-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements in the future.  The 
following two options were considered appropriate for reducing the risk of wave overtopping at 
Peel: 

 Rock revetment 

 Set back wall 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-P-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-P-OC-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping in Peel have been provided in Table 5-33, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.10.1 POC1 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing large 
vertical sea wall.  This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment.   

 

Figure 5-28: Section through POC1 

Table 5-31: POC1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: In front of the existing sea wall 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 11 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 2 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 5.10 

Width of revetment crest (m): 12 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 450 
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This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping risk in Peel.  
For the 1 in 200-year event, an overtopping rate of 11l/s/m is quoted.  While this is not less than 
the required threshold, given the accuracy of the overtopping model (orders of magnitude), this 
is deemed to have made the threshold.  It should also be noted, that this defence configuration 
does not conform to the tolerable threshold for the more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  
In order to meet this threshold, the crest width would have to be in the order of 18m which would 
be a considerable capital scheme.  An overtopping rate of 2l/s/m is suggested as being 
acceptable for a well shod, trained member of staff to access the land behind10.  Given eastern 
Peel’s relatively open promenade, the DoI could consider this overtopping threshold acceptable 
for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the design standard should 
be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  It is important that the 
DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and the need to plan 
for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.10.2 POC2 - Set back wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
roughly 4m back from the existing line of defence.  By stetting back the wall, a significant portion 
of the wave energy can be dissipated on the existing defences, allowing the optimisation and 
reduction of the setback wall crest elevation when compared to the necessary raise on the 
primary line of defence.   

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small recurve 
has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave breaking 
process.   

 

Figure 5-29: Section through POC2 

Table 5-32: POC2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: Set back ~6m from the sea wall 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 7 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.5 (threshold 0.1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.0 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.7 stem/recurve 

Length of defence (m): 205 
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This option can be considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  It should 
be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable threshold for the 
more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the crest elevation 
would have to be raised by 2m which would be a considerably large wall, let alone the difficulties 
in achieving structural stability on a wall of this size.  As part of the design process, there has to 
be a consideration of what is feasible with cost, landscape and structural capacity in mind.  A 
wall of this magnitude would be a considerable undertaking.   

Given eastern Peel’s relatively open promenade, the DoI could consider this overtopping 
threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the 
design standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  
It is important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate 
and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.10.3 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-33. 

Table 5-33: Discounted options for Peel (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Sea wall raising Overtopping mechanism is due to the large water depth at the vertical 
wall, hence solutions must attempt to reduce the proportion of the 
vertical wall face in contact with direct wave energy. 

Beach recharge Eastern Peel does not appear to support the build-up of beach grade-
sediment which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach. 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall and promenade area which is likely to be several orders of 
magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.11 Port St Mary Harbour 

Port St Mary is at risk of both wave overtopping and still water level flooding.  The existing 
defences are composed of a concrete armour unit revetment with a small raised concrete kerb 
behind the revetment crest.  The low lying topography behind these defences mean that water 
that travels over the defences becomes trapped in a basin behind. 

Port St Mary is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 20-year event in present day 
conditions and a 1 in 5-year event in 2115.  In addition, Port St Mary is at risk of still water level 
flooding under the 1 in 100-year event in 2115, highlighting the need to provide a defence option 
that reduces both the risk of wave overtopping and still water level flooding. 

The following options were considered appropriate for reducing the flood risk in Port St Mary:   

 Raised sea wall 

 Rock revetment 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-PSM-H-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-PSM-H-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping and still water flooding in Port St Mary have been provided in Table 5-36, 
together with their reasons for exclusion. 

5.11.1 PSM1 - Raised sea wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level 
on the existing kerb line of the defence.  This has a dual purpose.  Firstly by raising the height 
of the wall, the transport pathway for wave overtopping water has been increased, reducing the 
quantity that travels over the defence crest.  Secondly, by raising the impermeable defence 
crest level, the risk of still water level flooding is reduced.  

The wall has been designed as a reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall.   A small recurve 
has been included in the defence to deflect any spray generated during the wave breaking 
process.   

 

Figure 5-30: Section through PSM1 
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Table 5-34: PSM1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Cantilever wave wall 

Position: On the existing defence kerb line 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 100-year event (SWL and wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 16 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.84 (threshold 0.1) 

Elevation above promenade (m): 1.20 

Width of defence (m): 0.4/0.7 stem/recurve 

Length of defence (m): 230 

 

This option could be considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  
However, at this stage it does not conform to the tolerable overtopping rates.  Due to the need 
to design something that was in keeping with the surroundings, a maximum wall height of 1.2m 
above the promenade level was applied for this wall.  Based on the overtopping modelling, a 
set back wall in the order of 1.5m above the promenade level would be required to meet these 
thresholds.  A wall of this magnitude would have a considerable visual impact on the landscape 
of Port St Mary.  Obviously, this option does not conform to the intended design standards.  The 
overtopping rates during the design storm events are outlined in Table 5-34.  This design option 
offers a standard of protection against a storm in the order of 1 in 100-year event in 2115.   

Alternatively the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Port St Mary, e.g. 20l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping 
rate of this magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would 
be unsafe for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping 
rate, the DoI would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the 
overtopped area.  Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping 
rate would be acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

5.11.2 PSM2 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure in front of the existing large 
vertical sea wall.  This has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment.  In 
addition, the impermeable defence crest level has been raised to prevent still water level 
flooding through the inclusion of a raised concrete cap. 

 

Figure 5-31: Section through PSM2 
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Table 5-35: PSM2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: On top of the existing defences 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 7 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 2 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 4.25 

Width of revetment crest (m): 5 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 230 

 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping and still water 
level flood risk in Port St Mary.  It should be noted, that this defence configuration does not 
conform to the tolerable threshold for the more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order 
to meet this threshold, the crest width would have to be in the order of 18m which would be a 
considerable capital scheme.  An overtopping rate of 2l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable 
for a well shod, trained member of staff to access the land behind10.  Given the fairly limited 
public usage of the area behind this defence, the DoI could consider this overtopping threshold 
acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the lack of conformity to the design 
standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other options in the appraisal.  It is 
important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and 
the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.11.3 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There 
reasons have been provided in Table 5-36. 

Table 5-36: Discounted options for Port St Mary (harbour) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Beach recharge Port St Mary does not appear to support the build-up of beach grade-
sediment which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach. 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall which is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger costs 
than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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5.12 Gansey Open Coast 

The existing defences are composed of a reasonably sized rock revetment, sloping at an 
estimated 1 in 2 with a crest width of roughly 6m.  However, anecdotal evidence suggests that 
this rock is highly mobile during a storm event.  This may suggest that the rock may have an 
inadequate density, as the rock typically achieves its stability through both the mass and 
interlocking between rock units.   The impermeable defence crest level is situated at 6.63mD02 
which is formed of a concrete sea wall. The road behind the wall suffered large rates of wave 
overtopping during the winter of 2013/2014, which caused failure of the road surface and 
disturbances to the normal traffic flow. 

Gansey is at risk of wave overtopping during the 1 in 50-year event in present day conditions 
and a 1 in 5-year event in 2115, highlighting the need for defence improvements in the future.  
The following three options were considered appropriate for reducing the risk of wave 
overtopping at Gansey: 

 Rock revetment 

 Xbloc revetment 

 Raised sea wall 

For reference, the relevant design drawings for these options are: 

 IoM-JBA-G-OC-DR-C-01 

 IoM-JBA-G-OC-DR-C-02 

Those defence options that were considered, but deemed not appropriate, to reduce the risk of 
wave overtopping in Gansey have been provided in Table 5-40, together with their reasons for 
exclusion. 

5.12.1 GOC1 - Rock revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave 
energy arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure on top of the existing rock 
revetment.  This also has the added benefit of weighing down the existing armour which has 
been said to be mobile during a storm event, due to the rock being inadequately graded.  This 
has been achieved through the design of a rock armour revetment placed on top of the existing 
structure.   

 

Figure 5-32: Section through GOC1 
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Table 5-37: GOC1 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: On top of the existing defences 

Material type: Rock (3-6t) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 7 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 2 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 6 

Width of revetment crest (m): 9 

Slope of revetment: 1:2 

Length of defence (m): 830 

 

This option can be considered as a viable option to reduce the wave overtopping and still water 
level flood risk in Gansey.  It should be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to 
the tolerable threshold for the more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this 
threshold, the crest width would have to be in the order of 18m which would be a considerable 
capital scheme.  An overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, 
trained member of staff to access the land behind10.  Given Gansey’s relatively rural landscape, 
the DoI could consider this overtopping threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  
However, the lack of conformity to the design standard should be noted and considered when 
evaluating other options in the appraisal.  It is important that the DoI understand the implications 
of accepting this higher overtopping rate and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm 
event. 

However, some concerns have been raised about the magnitude of the hydrodynamic conditions, 
extracted from the wave transformation model.   They seem relatively small given Gansey's 
orientation and the anecdotal evidence of the existing rock armour being thrown around the beach.  
To build in a level of conservatism into this concept design, a sensitivity analysis on the key 
structural components has been undertaken, suggesting the proposed defence will be stable under 
larger hydrodynamic conditions.  However, prior to detailed design, it is recommended that the 
source of these small conditions is investigated, more detailed bathymetric data collected and the 
numerical model refined to ensure the correct conditions are being used for the design of this 
defence.  

5.12.2 GOC2 - Xbloc revetment 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option acts to dissipate the wave energy 
arriving at the coastline by placing a permeable structure on top of the existing rock revetment.  
This has been achieved through the design of an Xbloc armour revetment.  The design specifies 
the use of an Xbloc armoured slope with a rock armour crest and revetment toe. 

Table 5-38: GOC2 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Permeable revetment 

Position: On top of the existing defences 

Material type: Xbloc concrete armour unit (0.75m3) 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year event (Wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 8 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.2 (threshold 0.1) 

Crest elevation (mD02): 6.60 

Width of revetment crest (m): 7 

Slope of revetment: 1:1.4 

Length of defence (m): 830 
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Figure 5-33: Section through GOC2 

It should be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable threshold for 
the more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the crest width 
would have to be in the order of 18m which would be a considerable capital scheme.  An 
overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member of 
staff to access the land behind10.  Given Gansey’s relatively rural landscape, the DoI could 
consider this overtopping threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the 
lack of conformity to the design standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other 
options in the appraisal.  It is important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this 
higher overtopping rate and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

However, some concerns have been raised about the magnitude of the hydrodynamic conditions, 
extracted from the wave transformation model.   They seem relatively small given Gansey's 
orientation and the anecdotal evidence of the existing rock armour being thrown around the beach.  
To build in a level of conservatism into this concept design, a sensitivity analysis on the key 
structural components has been undertaken, suggesting the proposed defence will be stable under 
larger hydrodynamic conditions.  However, prior to detailed design, it is recommended that the 
source of these small conditions is investigated, more detailed bathymetric data collected and the 
numerical model refined to ensure the correct conditions are being used for the design of this 
defence.  

5.12.3 GOC3 - Raised sea wall 

A summary of this design option is presented here.  However for more information, refer to the 
relevant technical note found in Appendix D.  This design option, raises the defence crest level on 
the existing line of defence.  By raising the defence level, the volume of wave overtopping is 
reduced, by increasing the transport pathway for the overtopped water.  This wall has been 
designed as a reinforced concrete cap fixed onto the existing sea wall.  

Table 5-39: GOC3 defence summary 

  

Defence type: Raised cap 

Position: On the existing line of defence 

Material type: Reinforced concrete 

Standard of protection (2115): 1 in 200-year (wave overtopping) 

Overtopping rate 1:200-year event (l/s/m): 9 (threshold 10) 

Overtopping rate 1:1-year event (l/s/m): 0.6 (threshold 0.1) 

Raise above existing level (m): 0.5 

Total height of wall above pavement (m): 0.95 

Length of defence (m): 205 
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Figure 5-34: Section through GOC3 

This option is considered a viable option to reduce the risk of wave overtopping.  However, it 
should be noted, that this defence configuration does not conform to the tolerable threshold for the 
more regular 1 in 1-year storm (<0.1l/s/m).  In order to meet this threshold, the crest elevation 
would have to be raised by 1.8m which would be a considerably large wall, let alone the difficulties 
in achieving structural stability on a wall of this size.  As part of the design process, there has to 
be a consideration of what is feasible with cost, landscape and structural capacity in mind.  A wall 
of this magnitude would be a considerable undertaking.   

An overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member of 
staff to access the land behind10.  Given Gansey’s relatively rural landscape, the DoI could 
consider this overtopping threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, the 
lack of conformity to the design standard should be noted and considered when evaluating other 
options in the appraisal.  It is important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this 
higher overtopping rate and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

5.12.4 Discounted options 

The following options were considered, but discounted from options development.  There reasons 
have been provided in Table 5-40. 

Table 5-40: Discounted options for Gansey (open coast) 

Defence option Reason for discounting 

Complete sea wall re-
design 

Price for complete sea wall removal and re-design is likely to be several 
orders of magnitude larger costs than other options proposed here. 

Beach recharge Gansey does not appear to support the build-up of beach grade-
sediment which would likely require significant maintenance 
replenishment in order to maintain the design beach.  The initial 
volumes of beach required to create the design beach would be 
significant, requiring a large capital investment. 

Impermeable 
revetment 

The design of an impermeable revetment would be difficult to 
retrospectively fit and so would require the complete re-design of the 
sea wall which is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger costs 
than other options proposed here. 

Breakwater Price for breakwater is likely to be several orders of magnitude larger 
costs than other options proposed here. 
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6 Technical risks 
A summary of the technical risks associated with the design options has been provided in this 
chapter.  For more detailed information on the risks associated with individual design options, 
please refer to the relevant technical note.  The technical risks have been split into those risks that 
are associated with all design options (generic risks), and those associated with harbour or open 
coast defence options. 

6.1 Generic technical risks 

The generic technical risks that are applicable to all design options have been listed below. 

6.1.1 Public safety 

Public safety has been considered during the concept design development of options.  The main 
public safety design implications relate to the future public interaction with the proposed structures.  
Where possible these risks have been designed out e.g. through the inclusion of a handrail to 
prevent members of the public from falling over the walls.  However, with some options the 
potential to reduce risk is restricted.  For example, some options include exposed rock armour or 
surfaces that could become slippery.  In these cases the risk will have to be managed by public 
warning signage and information and maintenance activities.  

In line with the requirements of the CDM Regulation 2007, a designer's risk assessment (Design 
Hazard Inventory) has been completed for all options.  An assessment of design risks can be 
found within the individual Designers Hazard Inventory assessments which are included within 
Appendix E. 

6.1.2 Unknown ground conditions 

Due to the unknown ground conditions it is possible that the proposed concept designs will require 
modification in order to achieve structural and geotechnical stability.  A ground investigation should 
be carried out at all sites prior to further design development. 

6.1.3 Integrity of the existing coastal/harbour defences 

The 100 year design life of the proposed options is dependent on the structural integrity of the 
existing coastal and harbour defences.  These designs have assumed that the existing defences 
will not be allowed to deteriorate further as this may undermine the newly proposed defences.  It 
is recommended that a full asset inspection be undertaken prior to the detailed design of any of 
the options, to quantify the residual life of the structures and allow for the development of more 
tailored remediation measures.   

All attempts to reduce the impacts of construction on the existing defences should be made to 
reduce the risk of undermining and failure.  This could be considered in more detail during detailed 
design. 

In addition, where new structures are proposed to connect with existing structures or partial 
demolition of existing structures is recommended then a destructive survey of these structures 
should be undertaken before any further design development is undertaken. 

6.1.4 Tie-ins with existing defence 

The tie-ins have been considered at a conceptual level.  It is essential that the design levels are 
maintained throughout the frontages to prevent the risk of outflanking, or the development of a low 
point where water can bypass the defences.  The tie-ins have been considered at a conceptual 
level but will require careful consideration during detailed design.  During detailed design, it is 
recommended that multiple sections are analysed to identify the exact location of the defence tie 
in. 

6.1.5 Services 

Limited services information has been provided as part of this study.  If a selected option 
progresses to outline and detailed design it will be essential that a full service plan is developed 
for the design option.  
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6.1.6 Drainage 

The drainage capacity of the newly proposed defences has been considered at a conceptual level.  
More detailed analysis of the required drainage should be undertaken at a latter design stage.  
This should consider the flowpath of water that exceeds defence crest levels, to prevent water 
pooling behind the defences.  

6.1.7 Construction accessibility 

Prior to the development of outline designs it would be advisable to appoint a construction 
contractor to provide constructability advice.  Although the sites are considered to be reasonably 
accessible it would be beneficial to confirm the proposed methods of construction and temporary 
works required. 

6.1.8 Stakeholder requirements 

A Multi-Criteria Analysis was completed as part of this study to try and determine the key 
considerations of the project stakeholders.  It is anticipated that during the course of a formal 
options appraisal project stage that more in depth stakeholder consultation will be completed.  The 
results of which may lead to changes in the concept designs that have already been developed. 

6.1.9 Environmental impacts 

No formal Environmental Impact Assessment was completed for any of the proposed options 
during this project stage.  It is anticipated that during the course of an options appraisal stage that 
an in depth assessment of the environmental impacts associated with all proposed options would 
be considered.  This process may result in changes being made to the proposed designs. 

6.2 Specific technical risks - harbour options 

The technical risks associated with just the harbour options have been provided in this section. 

6.2.1 Fluvial flood risk  

No analysis of the impacts of these defences on fluvial flood risk has been undertaken as part of 
this study (with the exception of the tidal flood gate options).  This should be explored in more 
detail during detailed design. 

6.2.2 Maintaining hydraulic impermeability 

For the options providing a still water level flood protection, the seamless impermeability between 
the new and old defences represents a large technical risk.  Currently no flow path investigation 
has been completed to determine the potential route of water levels that exceed the connection 
between the new and old defences.  For the purposes of progressing the concept options, it was 
assumed that the structures will extend the flow path to such an extent that water ingress is 
considered to be minimal.  The use of expansion joints and waterbars may provide a sufficient 
solution to mitigate this risk if it is found to be an issue during detailed design. 

6.2.3 Vehicle collisions with new defences 

Some of the design options (most notably the set back wall options) are situated in very close 
proximity to often busy roads.  The walls have not been designed to take the impact of a vehicle 
collision.  Should a vehicle collide with the wall, the defence will be weakened or breached and 
the integrity of the flood defence undermined. 

6.3 Specific technical risks - open coast options 

Technical risks associated with the open coast options have been provided below. 

6.3.1 Advances in prediction of extremes and joint probability analysis 

There is growing evidence that the coastal extreme swell wave conditions and the industry 
standard best-practise Defra methodology, used to estimate extreme wave conditions in this study, 
does not accurately reflect the magnitude or joint probability of coastal events.   This potentially 
represents a large technical risk in this study as there is the possibility that the extreme conditions 
have been under predicted.   

New methods are currently being developed that can increase the accuracy of extreme wave 
estimates through new analysis of the Wave Watch 3 (WW3) 30-year hindcast, and the reliability 
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of joint-probability assessments for coastal applications, which will be based on the application of 
Heffernan and Tawn16.  While the approach taken for this study is more than suitable for the 
development of concept design options, additional certainty can be gained in this area by adopting 
these methodologies in future design stages.   

6.3.2 Non-compliance with tolerable wave overtopping thresholds 

Some of the design options proposed do not conform to the tolerable discharges for wave 
overtopping originally set out in this project.  This is due to the need to develop a design that is 
feasible with a consideration of the structural capacity, landscape and visual impact, and the 
government's budget in mind.  The higher tolerable thresholds or lower standard of protection 
offered by these defences mean that the land behind the defence may be unsuitable for pedestrian 
access during the design or more regular storm event.   

However, the non-compliant rates often still fall within reasonable thresholds of wave overtopping 
as defined by EurOtop10.  Consequently, the DoI may take a view to increase the threshold for 
tolerable overtopping rates (within the recommended guidance) on any of the sites, providing the 
situation can be efficiently managed.  This management could take the form of a carefully 
considered storm action plan that provides systems to control the frontage usage during the storm 
event.   

All options represent a significant improvement on the current design standard and a reduction in 
risks to pedestrians, so providing the systems are in place, these proposed new defences could 
still be considered acceptable.  The overtopping rates estimated would likely not cause significant 
inundation of the hinterland, which is one of the key purposes of the proposed defences.  However, 
the lack of conformity should be factored when considering the suitability of each defence option. 

6.3.3 Uncertainty in prediction of the effects of climate change 

The non-compliance with tolerable thresholds in 100 years time has been calculated using input 
conditions which have had an allowance for climate change factored in.  There is significant 
uncertainty surrounding the prediction of the effects of climate change on coastal processes.  While 
there is little ambiguity as to whether sea levels are expected to rise, there is real uncertainty as 
to the effects of climate change on the wave climate.  UKCP09 acknowledges this uncertainty 
through suggesting that wave heights could increase within a range of -1.5 to +1.0m within the 
next 100 years.  To build in a level conservatism at this early stage of design, the wave heights 
have been increased by the full 1.0m to allow for this uncertainty.   

The majority of the defences proposed offer a standard of protection far in excess of 200-years in 
present day conditions and in a small number of cases marginally miss the threshold for the future 
scenarios.  Opportunities to allow for the uncertainty in predicted effects of climate change could 
be developed during detailed design, allowing for easy modification and defence raising subject to 
changes over the next 100 years.  This eliminates the issues surrounding the lack of compliance 
with the design standards as the site could be easily re-visited at a later date. 

6.3.4 Beach morphological evolution 

This study has not included any assessment of the likely evolution of the beaches that front the 
existing defences. A beach typically forms one component of a composite coastal defence, 
providing a reduction in the wave overtopping performance when compared to defences without a 
healthy beach.  The calculations on the necessary defence configurations to achieve overtopping 
performance has considered the form of the beach in front of the defence.  If that beach was to 
reduce in size, it is possible that the proposed option may not offer the required standard of 
protection.  Therefore, during detailed design, an assessment of the likely beach evolution should 
be made, coupled with the development of a beach management plan to ensure that the beach 
levels do not drop below the critical dimensions needed to provide the necessary overtopping 
performance.   

A number of options propose the use of a structure on the seaward side of the existing sea walls.  
Changes in beach morphology over the design life of the structure may cause increased settlement 
and steepening of the defences.   While the design of these structures has ensured the defence 
is founded below the maximum scour depth expected from the design storm event, no 

                                                      
16 Heffernan, J.E., Tawn, J.A., 2004. A conditional approach for multivariate extreme values (with discussion). J. R. Stat. 

Soc. Ser. B Stat Methodol. 66 (3), 497–546. 
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consideration for the long term evolution of the beach has been undertaken at this design stage.  
If the beach is showing a long term trend of erosion and lowering, it is possible that the defence 
may be undermined in the future.  During detailed design, sediment transport modelling should be 
undertaken, to ensure the structures are founded at a sufficient depth with the inclusion of a 
consideration of the anticipated beach changes through time. 
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7 Environmental impacts   
An environmental scoping study was undertaken to identify potential significant environmental 
effects associated with the conceptual coastal and harbour defence options for the Isle of Man.  A 
report has been produced (please refer to Appendix F) covering the following aspects: 

 Identifies the existing key baseline environmental conditions of the study area at each site; 

 Appraises the potential significant environmental effects of the defence options on notable 
environmental features; 

 Sets out the scope of further environmental assessment work required should the defence 
options be taken forward into the design phase; and 

 Identifies the organisations that would need to be consulted with to inform the detailed 
design phase. 

The different options were assessed for each of the sites.  The open coast set back flood defence 
walls are the least likely to present adverse effects on the environment.  Construction risks 
associated with these options are low and with sympathetic design it is likely that the set back 
walls would not have an adverse effect on landscape character or the setting of historic 
features.  These options also present an opportunity to stimulate redevelopment of the coastal 
frontages and public amenity in these areas, such as enhancing existing promenade areas with 
new street furniture and planting areas. 

The open coast revetment options have the potential for a range of adverse environmental 
effects.  The large development footprint is likely to damage sensitive beach and coastal habitats, 
whilst the revetments have the potential to have an adverse effect on local landscape character 
and visual amenity.  At Ramsey, there are particular risks associated with this option due to the 
proximity of the Mooragh Shore Area of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI), which contains a range 
of sensitive features that may be damaged during construction and operation of the revetments, 
particularly if coastal processes are modified as a result. 

For the harbour areas, the tidal gate option generally has the least potential for adverse effects 
due to its limited footprint.  However, careful and sympathetic design of the tidal gates would be 
required to avoid adverse landscape and visual effects, or effects on the setting of historic 
structures.  This is particularly important in Castletown due to the historic importance of the harbour 
and the presence of numerous historic features in close proximity to the tidal gate, most notably 
Castle Rushen. 

Raised harbour walls have the potential for a range of adverse effects on landscape character and 
visual amenity, although these effects are likely to be lower for set back walls.  Raising the height 
of existing walls also presents a number of potentially significant construction risks due to the 
requirement for working within the harbour basin, which may affect sensitive ecology and water 
quality.  Good construction practice would need to be employed to manage these risks during 
construction.  There is also a risk with raising existing walls that the greater height of the new walls 
at the harbour edge could result in greater segregation of the harbour from adjacent areas, 
reducing amenity value and affecting views across the harbour. 

The environmental effects of any flood defence scheme would need to be assessed further during 
the development of the preferred concept option so as to inform its detailed design and the 
requirement for appropriate mitigation measures.  It is recommended for all options that the 
following assessment work is undertaken to inform the design process: 

 Landscape and visual impact assessment 

 Heritage assessment 

 Assessment of potential for contaminated land. 

For any options that require construction works within the aquatic environment (e.g. tidal gates, 
raising sea walls and revetments), the following should also be undertaken: 

 Coastal ecological assessment 

 Hydromorphology assessment. 

Consultation with a variety of organisations including the Department of the Environment, Food 
and Agriculture (DEFA), Manx National Heritage and Manx Wildlife Trust, should be undertaken 
as part of the assessment process to further identify environmental features in the scheme area 
and to discuss the requirement for mitigation.  Planning permission for the preferred concept option 
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is likely be required, and early consultation with the Department of Infrastructure would be 
recommended to determine the likely consenting requirements and supporting information 
necessary to inform the consenting process. 
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8 Options cost assessment  
To assist with the options appraisal process indicative construction cost estimates have been 
developed for each of the proposed defence solutions.  The cost estimates have been developed 
by an experienced marine construction contractor (Van Oord Ltd) and their supply chain.  These 
estimates have been based on the conceptual design drawings developed as part of this study.  It 
should be noted that these costs are subject to change following further design development 
stages and detailed construction planning and should be used for comparative purposes only.  In 
addition, an optimism bias of 60% has been applied commensurate with the current level of design 
detail.  A more detailed breakdown of the various elements comprising the overall cost estimates 
can be found within Appendix G.  The costings have been split into harbour and open coast 
environments for comparability. 

Table 8-1: Harbour options cost assessment 

Option  Standard of protection offered - 
SWL (2115) 

Cost (£M) 

CH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 2.1 

CH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.5 

CH3 - Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 6.0 

DH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 1.6 

DH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.3 

DH3 - Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 15.0 

LH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 0.9 

RH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 1.6 

RH2 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.4 

RH3 - Tidal gate <1 in 20-year 14.0 

PH1 - Raised harbour wall 1 in 200-year 2.4 

PH2 -  Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1.8 

 

Table 8-2: Open coast options cost assessment 

Option  Standard of 
protection offered - 
SWL (2115) 

Standard of 
protection offered - 
Wave overtopping 
(2115) 

Cost (£M) 

COC1 - Raised sea wall n/a 1 in 50-year 0.5 

COC2 - Set back wall n/a 1 in 200-year 1.2 

COC3 - Rock revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 2.8 

DOCA1 - Set back wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 4.4 

DOCA2 - Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 4.3 

DOCA3 - Beach recharge 1 in 10-year 1 in 200-year 10.5 

DOCB1 - Rock revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 3.7 

DOCB2 - Xbloc revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 4.4 

LOC1 - Set back wall n/a 1 in 100-year 0.8 

LOC2 - Raised sea wall n/a 1 in 10-year 0.4 

LOC3 - Rock revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 1.5 

ROC1 - Set back wall 1 in 100-year 1 in 100-year 1.0 

ROC2 - Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 2.3 

POC1 - Rock revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 7.0 

POC2 - Set back wall n/a 1 in 200-year 1.3 

PSM1 - Raised sea wall 1 in 200-year 1 in 100year 0.9 

PSM2 - Rock revetment 1 in 200-year 1 in 200-year 1.5 

GOC1 - Rock revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 8.3 

GOC2 -  Xbloc revetment n/a 1 in 200-year 9.4 

GOC3 - Raised sea wall n/a 1 in 200-year 1.0 

8.1 Risks posed to pricing 

It is important to understand that while the costs above have attempted to include some 
contingency for risk, the following issues have the potential to increase scheme costs from those 
outlined above: 
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 Weather/high winds/snow 

 Freezing weather delays (concrete) 

 Rough seas (standing plant) 

 Temporary works 

 Complaints 

 Condition surveys 

 Poor ground conditions 

 Private access to houses 

 Restricted access 

 Working hours 

 Tidal working 

 Final reinstatement details 

 Noise complaints.
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9 Multi-criteria analysis   
Although a formal options appraisal does not form part of this commission, the study has sought 
to appraise each of the proposed options and establish their relative merits, when reviewed against 
the project objectives.  To complete this appraisal, a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) method has 
been used.  The purpose of the MCA was to help the DoI determine the preferred option that will 
be taken forward to a more detailed design stage.  The MCA has been developed as a tool to help 
facilitate the DoI options selection process. 

The categories that form the Multi-Criteria Analysis were developed as a result of the technical 
requirements of the scheme and the aspirations of the DoI, as determined during the options 
development phase.  The three primary categories under which the options have been assessed 
are Technical, Environmental and Social and Economic.  Within these categories a number of sub 
categories have been used for scoring purposes shown in Table 9-1. 

Table 9-1: Multi-criteria analysis scoring criteria 

Category Sub-category Considerations 

Technical Design capabilities Effectiveness in meeting design standards 

Requirements for human deployment of flood 
defence 

Design longevity 

Construction and 
Maintenance 

Ease of construction 

Maintenance requirements 

Environmental 
and Social 

Public amenity Impact on amenity 

Impact on recreational/commercial users 

Natural environment Impact on biodiversity 

Impact on natural environment 

Landscape and 
Visual 

Impact on landscape 

Public acceptability 

Heritage Impact on historic setting 

Climate change 
adaption 

Ability to be modified in the future 

Carbon footprint 

Economic Cost Capital investment 

Maintenance costs 

 

The MCA process was undertaken for each location and within each frontage, Harbour and Open 
Coast, which have been separated below in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 respectively.  These have been 
ranked and scored against one another to identify the best option at each location. 

It should be noted that this is primarily a qualitative assessment, to give an initial idea of the 
preference of the options proposed based on the assessment criteria selected.  The scoring of the 
options is purely comparative and should be considered as an initial estimate of the options ranking 
against one another, only.  The scores allocated were derived by specialists within the individual 
topic areas.  Although the scoring categories were developed in conjunction with DoI, wider 
consultation has not taken place and so the views of the wider stakeholders have not been taken 
into account at this stage.  However, it should also be noted that the categories selected and the 
weighting given to each of the topic areas, could be subject to change following wider stakeholder 
consultation. 

The weighting of any of the criteria could have a significant influence on the scores and hence, 
which option is selected.  If after a review by the DoI, one or more of the categories are considered 
to be more important at any of the sites investigated here, the scores could be given more weight, 
re-adjusted and options re-evaluated to further refine the options appraisal process.  

9.1 Harbour options 

The results of the MCA assessment for the harbour options is presented below which considers 
the relative merits of the still water level flood solutions only. 
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9.1.1 Castletown 

The results of the MCA in Castletown Harbour shows that based on the categories selected and 
scoring criteria adopted, the most favourable option is CH2, the set back wall option.  This option 
scored slightly higher, 65%, than the raised harbour wall option (CH1), 64%.  The tidal gate option 
performs least well (48%) due to the high capital cost and poor design capabilities in increasing 
the fluvial flood risk to the town.  For these reasons, the tidal gate can be effectively discounted 
from the MCA. 

Table 9-2: Castletown Harbour MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

CH1 - Raised harbour wall 64 

CH2 - Set back wall 65 

CH3 - Tidal gate 48 

 

Figure 9-1: MCA radar plot for Castletown Harbour 

CH1 and CH2 can be considered as having very little difference in applicability and both may have 
their relative merits in different areas of Casltetown Harbour.  CH1 scores better on the design and 
construction criteria, largely due to the independence of the need for manual deployment of flood 
gates (CH2 requires numerous flood gates to ensure hydraulic impermeability).  CH2 scores better 
on the impacts to the natural environment and public amenity criteria due to the less intrusive 
nature of the defence.  The best solution to reduce this flood risk, will be to use a combination of 
CH1 and CH2 in the harbour to offer the best solution, within discrete frontages.  The suggested 
frontage divisions are provided in Figure 9-2.  This should be explored in more detail during 
detailed design. 

The key decisions that need to be taken at Castletown are therefore: 

 What is the best use of CH1 and CH2 wall types within each of the discrete harbour 
frontages? 

 Are there certain areas that can be sacrificially flooded? 

 Are there areas where the water must be contained within the harbour? 
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Figure 9-2: Suggested frontages within Castletown Harbour 

9.1.2 Douglas Harbour 

For Douglas Harbour, the results of the MCA assessment shows that DH2, the option to place a 
set back wall represents the best defence solutions (76%) when reviewed against the key design 
criteria and compared against a raised harbour wall (68%) and a tidal gate option (36%).  While 
the set back wall relies on a manual deployment of flood gates at a number of locations, it provides 
the best opportunity to regenerate the harbour, provides fewer technical risks during construction 
and is the cheapest option proposed.  The tidal gate scores poorly for both technical capabilities 
and cost and so can be largely discounted from this appraisal.   

Table 9-3: Douglas Harbour MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

DH1 - Raised harbour wall 68 

DH2 - Set back wall 76 

DH3 - Tidal gate 36 

 

Due to the success of DH2 when compared against DH1, the key decision that needs to be taken 
is therefore: 

 Is it acceptable to let the promenade flood up to the set back wall position during the design 
storm event? 
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Figure 9-3: MCA radar plot for Douglas Harbour 

9.1.3 Laxey Harbour 

While only one option has been proposed for Laxey, it is useful to explore how it compares against 
the key design criteria.  LH1 (raised harbour wall) scores well for the design capabilities, but 
performs poorly in the environment and social categories.  The impact of placing reinforced 
concrete walls around the picturesque harbour of Laxey could be offset through the use of wall 
cladding and defence softening features.  It would be beneficial to explore this during detailed 
design. 

Table 9-4: Laxey Harbour MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

LH1 - Raised harbour wall 68 

 

 

Figure 9-4: MCA radar plot for Laxey Harbour 
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9.1.4 Ramsey Harbour 

The most favourable option for Ramsey Harbour is the set back wall option (RH2), scoring 73%.  
The other two options proposed, a raised harbour wall (RH1) and a tidal gate (RH3) scored 66% 
and 41% respectively.  Again, the difference between the harbour wall and set back wall options 
can be largely attributed to the better performance against the environmental and social 
categories.  The set back wall option is also likely to be significantly less intrusive when compared 
to the raised harbour wall option.  This is particularly important at Ramsey, given the large height 
of the wall options (~1.4m above the existing promenade level). 

Table 9-5: Ramsey Harbour MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

RH1 - Raised harbour wall 66 

RH2 - Set back wall 73 

RH3 - Tidal gate 41 

 

 

Figure 9-5: MCA radar plot for Ramsey Harbour 

Similar to Douglas, the success of RH2 when compared against RH1, means the key decision that 
needs to be taken is therefore: 

 Is it acceptable to let the promenade flood up to the set back wall position? 

9.1.5 Peel Harbour 

Again, at Peel Harbour, the set back wall option (PH2) out performs the raised harbour wall option 
(PH1) due to the better performance in the environmental and social categories.    However, for 
Peel Harbour, the set back wall option is placed behind East Quay Road, which would involve a 
considerable area of land being flooded during a storm event.  Should this option be selected to 
be taken forward to detailed design, it must be done so knowing the need for road closures during 
a storm event.  Where PH1 ensures limited water will leave the harbour, PH2 allows for a sacrificial 
flooded area which needs to be considered when selecting the most appropriate defence type.  

Table 9-6: Peel Harbour MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

PH1 - Raised harbour wall 69 

PH2 - Set back wall 75 
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Figure 9-6: MCA radar plot for Peel Harbour 

In the consideration of which option represents the best solution the DoI must consider: 

 Is it acceptable to allow East Quay road to flood during a storm event? 

9.2 Open coast options 

The wave overtopping MCA incorporates one further technical capability - coastal processes.  This 
seeks to estimate the likely impact any proposed scheme will have on the coastal processes 
naturally occurring on the frontages. 

9.2.1 Castletown 

For the open coast frontage in Castletown, the set back wall option (COC2) scores the highest of 
the three options proposed.  This is attributed to its performance within the social and 
environmental design criteria. 

Table 9-7: Castletown open coast MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

COC1 - Raised sea wall 67 

COC2 - Set back wall 76 

COC3 - Rock revetment 66 

 

The raised sea wall option (COC1) scored the lowest (66%), due to its poor performance in 
meeting overtopping design standards, and so this option can be largely discounted from the 
appraisal.  Despite this, it is the cheapest option so may still represent a solution to the need to 
reduce the volumes of wave overtopping (however not to the thresholds set out in this project).  
The rock revetment option (COC3) scored marginally higher at 67%, achieving very good scores 
for the design capabilities, but poor scores for environmental and social components.  Depending 
on whether the social components are considered critical at Castletown, the rock revetment could 
represent the best defence solution, given its ease of construction, ability to adapt to additional 
climate change forcings and limited requirements for maintenance.  Having said this, this option is 
the most expensive out of the three proposed. 

While COC2 achieves the highest score, it does so with arguably the largest risk in its ability to 
function as a coastal defence. The design of this defence has assumed that all water that overtops 
the primary sea wall will be captured in the space between the two walls.  This is a significant 
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assumption as in reality some of this overtopped water is likely to travel a significant distance in 
land.  However this is very difficult to quantify with numerical modelling alone.  Consequently, this 
option should be approached with caution and it is recommended that detailed 2D and 3D physical 
modelling is undertaken should the defence option be taken forward. 

 

 

Figure 9-7: MCA radar plot for Castletown Open Coast 

The choice of option at this location must therefore consider: 

 Can the DoI accept the risk of progressing a design option without knowing whether it will 
definitely work until physical modelling has been undertaken? 

 How important are the environmental and social factors in decision making at Castletown? 

9.2.2 Douglas Area A 

The most favourable option in Douglas Area A (Central and Queens Promenade) is the set back 
wall option (DOCA1).  This option scores well for design capabilities, coastal processes as well as 
many of the social and environmental scoring factors, creating the high cumulative score of 73%.  
This option seems well rounded in offering both technical and environmental and social attributes, 
especially given that it represents the cheapest defence solution for this frontage.  

Table 9-8: Douglas open coast area A MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

DOCA1 - Set back wall 77 

DOCA2 - Raised sea wall 68 

DOCA3 - Beach recharge 60 

  

The raised sea wall option, performs similarly if a little worse in the majority of component scores 
creating the total score of 68%.  The beach recharge option scores the least out of all the options 
proposed, scoring 60%.  However, this is largely attributed to the high capital and maintenance 
costs and shorter design life when compared with the other harder defence options.   This soft 
solution could be considered a viable solution if the tourism and public amenity factors are 
weighted higher than the maintenance requirements.  

However, all three options do not conform to the tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping for the 
more regular, 1 in 1-year event (0.1l/s/m) achieving overtopping rates in the order of 1l/s/m.  An 
overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member of 
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staff to access the land behind10.  The DoI could consider this overtopping threshold acceptable 
for the more regular storm event.  However, it is important that the DoI understand the implications 
of accepting this higher overtopping rate and the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm 
event. 

 

Figure 9-8: MCA radar plot for Douglas Area A 

The choice of option at this location must therefore consider: 

 Can the economic benefits of the increased tourism brought about by a large beach 
outweigh the capital and maintenance costs associated with a beach recharge scheme? 

 Can the DoI accept the higher overtopping rate during the more regular (1 in 1-year) storm 
event? 

9.2.3 Douglas Area B 

The two options proposed for Douglas Area B are similar in form with a varying primary material 
type.   Both options have been designed as a permeable revetment, because of the need to design 
something that reduces the depth of water in contact with the vertical wall face.   

This similarity is reflected in their scores. DOCB1, a rock armour revetment, scored 63% while 
DOCB2, an Xbloc revetment, scored 53%.  This difference can be attributed to the greater 
complexity in the construction of a concrete armour unit revetment (when compared with a rock 
armour revetment) and due to the higher carbon footprint associated with the large volumes of 
concrete needed to form the defence.  There is very little difference in price, with the rock 
revetment being marginally cheaper, so unless there are issues in sourcing rock for the revetment, 
the rock armour revetment appears to be the most suitable option at this location.  

Table 9-9: Douglas open coast Area B MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

DOCB1 - Rock revetment 63 

DOCB2 - Xbloc revetment 53 
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Figure 9-9: MCA radar plot for Douglas Area B 

9.2.4 Laxey 

The three options proposed at Laxey, set back wall, raised sea wall and rock revetment, scored 
77%, 66% and 66% respectively, suggesting that the set back wall option represents the best 
defence solution.  LOC2 (the raised sea wall) can be effectively discounted as the standard of 
protection, 1 in 10-year, is not sufficient for a newly proposed defence.  LOC1 achieves good 
scores for the environment and social categories while scoring less well on the technical criteria.   
This can be attributed to the lack of conformity to the design standard set out in this project.   

Table 9-10: Laxey open coast MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

LOC1 - Set back wall 77 

LOC2 - Raised sea wall 66 

LOC3 - Rock revetment 66 

 

In order to limit the landscape and visual impact, the wall height was limited to a maximum of 1.2m 
above the existing promenade level.  This did not conform to the tolerable wave overtopping 
threshold (10l/s/m) during the 1 in 200-year event.  If the scoring criteria were to be weighted 
higher for the technical categories, this option may be rejected from options appraisal.   

There are two options available at Laxey: 

 Option 1 - Accept a higher tolerable threshold of wave overtopping in the design storm 
event 

 Option 2 - Select the rock revetment option (LOC3) 

For Option 1, the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Laxey, e.g. 25l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping rate of this 
magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would be unsafe 
for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping rate, the DoI 
would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the overtopped area.  
Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping rate would be 
acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

Alternatively, the DoI may take a view that this overtopping rate is not deemed acceptable for the 
design storm event and so may have to select the rock revetment option (the only option that 
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conforms to the design standard).  By considering only the technical factors in the MCA, the rock 
revetment option out performs all other options proposed.  

The choice of option at this location must therefore consider: 

 How important is it to meet the tolerable threshold for wave overtopping?  

 Can a larger rate of wave overtopping be accepted for Laxey? 

 What would be the public opinion of a rock armour revetment in Laxey? 

 

Figure 9-10: MCA radar plot for Laxey Open Coast 

9.2.5 Ramsey 

The set back wall option (ROC1) scores highest in Ramsey, scoring 77%, compared to the rock 
revetment option (ROC2) which scored only 61%.  A similar situation exists to that described at 
Laxey, whereby the set back wall option out scores the rock revetment option, but does not meet 
the design performance standard.  

Table 9-11: Ramsey open coast MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

ROC1 - Set back wall 77 

ROC2 - Rock revetment 61 

 

Again, in order to limit the landscape and visual impact, the wall height was limited to a maximum 
of 1.2m above the existing promenade level.  This did not conform to the tolerable wave 
overtopping threshold (10l/s/m) during the 1 in 200-year event.  If the scoring criteria were to be 
weighted higher for the technical categories, this option may be rejected from options appraisal.   

There are two options available at Ramsey: 

 Option 1 - Accept a higher tolerable threshold of wave overtopping in the design storm 
event 

 Option 2 - Select the rock revetment option (ROC2) 

For Option 1, the DoI could take a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold of overtopping at 
Ramsey, e.g.30l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an overtopping rate of this 
magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but that it would be unsafe 
for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher overtopping rate, the DoI 
would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access to the overtopped area.  
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Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher overtopping rate would be 
acceptable for the newly proposed defence. 

Alternatively, the DoI may take a view that this overtopping rate is not deemed acceptable for the 
design storm event and so may have to select the rock revetment option (the only option that 
conforms to the design standard).  By considering only the technical factors in the MCA, the rock 
revetment option out performs all other options proposed.  A further complication associated with 
this option is the presence of the designated and environmentally sensitive habitats fronting the 
defences.  This may cause this option to be rejected at EIA stage and may therefore not represent 
a viable defence solution.  

The choice of option at this location must therefore consider: 

 How important is it to meet the tolerable threshold for wave overtopping?  

 Can a larger rate of wave overtopping be accepted for Ramsey? 

 What would be the public opinion of a rock armour revetment in Ramsey? 

 What is the likelihood of a rock revetment option getting through EIA? 

 

 

Figure 9-11: MCA radar plot for Ramsey Open Coast 

9.2.6 Peel 

The most favourable option in Peel is the set back wall option (POC2), scoring 77%.  This is 
significantly higher than the rock revetment option (POC1) which scores 63%.   While there is a 
slightly larger dependence on the instalment of flood gates and larger maintenance costs, the wall 
option provides less of an impact on the environmental and social components.  This option can 
therefore be considered the most viable solution at Peel, especially given the difference in costs 
(£1.3M for POC1, compared with £7.0M for POC2). 

Table 9-12: Peel open coast MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

POC1 - Rock revetment 63 

POC2 - Set back wall 77 

 

However, both options do not conform to the tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping for the 
more regular, 1 in 1-year event (0.1l/s/m) achieving overtopping rates in the order of 0.5l/s/m.  An 
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overtopping rate of 1l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member of 
staff to access the land behind10.  Given eastern Peel’s relatively open promenade, the DoI could 
consider this overtopping threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, it is 
important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and 
the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

 

 

Figure 9-12: MCA radar plot for Peel Open Coast 

The choice of the appropriateness of either option at this location must therefore consider: 

 Can the DoI accept the higher overtopping rate during the more regular (1 in 1-year) storm 
event? 

9.2.7 Port St Mary 

For the frontage in Port St Mary, the raised sea wall option (PSM1) scores the highest for the two 
options proposed, scoring 76%.  However, the rock revetment option (PSM2) has a similar score 
achieving 71%.  The wall option scores well for environmental and social factors and is marginally 
cheaper, but scores poorly for design capabilities.  In comparison, the rock revetment scores much 
better on the technical categories, but poorly in the landscape and environmental components.  

Table 9-13: Port St Mary MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

PSM1 - Raised sea wall 76 

PSM2 - Rock revetment 71 

 

While the wall option scores highest, it is worth noting that it does not conform to the required 
design standard for wave overtopping, achieving 16l/s/m as opposed to the required 10l/s/m for 
the design storm event.  With this in mind, the DoI have two options for Port St Mary: 

 Option 1: Accept a higher tolerable threshold for wave overtopping 

 Option 2: Select PSM2 to be taken forward to detailed design. 

PSM1 could be deemed appropriate if the DoI took a view to accept a higher tolerable threshold 
of overtopping at Port St Mary, e.g. 20l/s/m during the 200-year event.  EurOtop suggests that an 
overtopping rate of this magnitude would be acceptable for vehicles travelling at low speeds, but 
that it would be unsafe for pedestrians to be in the area.  As a result of accepting this higher 
overtopping rate, the DoI would have to implement a storm action plan, to prevent public access 
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to the overtopped area.  Providing the DoI can efficiently manage this situation, this higher 
overtopping rate would be acceptable for the newly proposed defence.  However, perhaps the 
largest risk associated with this option is the condition of the existing revetment fronting the 
defence.   The structure is in poor condition, which is likely to need significant capital investment 
within the next 20 years or so to prevent the structure collapsing (hence the low score for cost 
despite this option having a lower capital cost). 

For these reasons, it is recommended that PSM2 be taken forward to detailed design.  This option 
removes and replaces the existing defences, negating the need for defence improvements in the 
future.  It also achieves the design standard for the design storm event whilst having the lowest 
whole life cycle costs. 

 

Figure 9-13: MCA radar plot for Port St Mary 

The choice of option at this location must therefore consider: 

 How important is it to meet the tolerable threshold for wave overtopping?  

 Can a larger rate of wave overtopping be accepted for Port St Mary? 

 How important are the environmental and social scoring criteria to Port St Mary? 

 Can the DoI accept the need to re-visit the site within 20 years to re-strengthen the 
concrete armour unit revetment if PSM1 is taken forward and can the DoI justify the higher 
whole life cycle costs associated with it? 

9.2.8 Gansey 

The results of the MCA assessment shows that based on the categories selected and scoring 
criteria adopted, the option considered most favourable for Gansey is GOC1, the rock armour 
revetment option.  This option scored 63%, higher than the 56% and 62% scored for the Xbloc 
revetment and raised sea wall option respectively.  While GOC3 scores similarly, it can be 
discounted due to the magnitude of the wall, which is likely to block the view from the road and the 
property behind.  

Table 9-14: Gansey open coast MCA 

Design option  MCA score (%) 

GOC1 - Rock revetment 63 

GOC2 - Xbloc revetment 56 

GOC3 - Raised sea wall 62 
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However, all three options do not conform to the tolerable thresholds for wave overtopping for the 
more regular, 1 in 1-year event (0.1l/s/m) achieving overtopping rates in the order of 2l/s/m.  An 
overtopping rate of 2l/s/m is suggested as being acceptable for a well shod, trained member of 
staff to access the land behind10.  Given Gansey’s relatively rural landscape, the DoI could 
consider this overtopping threshold acceptable for the more regular storm event.  However, it is 
important that the DoI understand the implications of accepting this higher overtopping rate and 
the need to plan for area cordoning during the storm event. 

 

Figure 9-14: MCA radar plot for Gansey 

The choice of the appropriateness of any of the options at this location must therefore consider: 

 Can the DoI accept the higher overtopping rate during the more regular (1 in 1-year) storm 
event? 

9.2.9 Discussion on whole life costing 

In general, set back and raised sea wall options offer a lower capital cost, compared with revetment 
options, while achieving some success in meeting the design standards for wave overtopping.  
However, the success of these options in offering the required standard of protection over the next 
100 years is critically dependent on the structural condition of the existing defences.  When 
considering the costs alone, it is important to factor in the necessary maintenance to both the new 
defence and the existing structures, which form a vital part of the composite coastal defence.  
While in a number of locations, the existing structures are in good condition, the maintenance costs 
are likely to exponentially increase in the future as the structures near the end of their residual 
lives.   

In these instances, the initial large capital investment needed to construct rock revetment options 
becomes more favourable, when considering the total whole life cycle costs.  The associated 
maintenance costs to both the new and the existing structure are significantly lower for the 
revetment options, due to the protection afforded by the revetment to the structures behind.  It is 
therefore anticipated that when comparing the whole life costs of a wall option and a revetment 
option, the revetment is likely to involve a significantly lower whole life cost than the wall options.  

A quantitative appraisal of the expected maintenance costings has not been undertaken in this 
study, but should be considered in more detail during options appraisal as it could form a key 
element during decision making.
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10 Conclusions and recommendations 
This study has sought to provide conceptual design options to reduce the risk of coastal processes 
generated through a number of risk mechanisms.  These mechanisms can be broadly split into 
those primarily at risk of still water level flooding and those primarily at risk from wave overtopping, 
or harbour and open coast environments as they have been referred to in this study.   

Where possible, all concept design options have attempted to provide a 1 in 200-year standard of 
protection in the year 2115, including an allowance for climate change.  However, due to the need 
to design something that is both in keeping with the surroundings and feasible from an engineering 
point of view, in a number of instances, the size of the defences has had to be limited.   

Typically three coastal defence options were provided at each of the seven sites in both the open 
coast and harbour environments.   These options have been compared against the key design 
criteria, technical capabilities, impact on the environment and the cost, as a means of selecting 
the preferred option to be taken forward to a later design stage.  While in a number of locations, 
the preferred option was fairly simple to identify, at other locations there was real ambiguity.  In 
these instances, the DoI should consider what the most important factor is at any given location.  
This may make selection of the most appropriate option easier.  The suggested preferred options 
are presented in Table 10-1. 

Table 10-1: Preferred options 

Site Options considered Preferred option(s) and 
priority 

Price 

Castletown Harbour CH1 - Raised harbour wall 
CH2 - Set back wall 
CH3 - Tidal gate 

(1) A combination of 
CH1 and CH2 

£1.5-
2million 

Castletown Open 
Coast 

COC1 - Raised sea wall 
COC2 - Set back wall 
COC3 - Rock revetment 

(1) COC3 
(2) COC2 

£2.8million 
£1.2million 

Douglas Harbour DH1- Raised sea wall 
DH2 - Set back wall 
DH3 - Tidal gate 

(1) DH2 £1.3million 

Douglas Open 
Coast (Area A) 

DOCA1 - Set back wall 
DOCA2 - Raised sea wall 
DOCA3 - Beach recharge 

(1) DOCA1 £3.7million 

Douglas Open 
Coast (Area B) 

DOCB1 - Rock revetment 
DOCB2 - Xbloc revetment 

(1) DOCB1 £.5million 

Laxey Harbour LH1 - Raised sea wall (1) LH1 £0.9million 

Laxey Open Coast LOC1 - Set back wall 
LOC2 - Raised sea wall 
LOC3 - Rock revetment 

(1) LOC1 
(2) LOC3 

£0.8million 
£1.5million 

Ramsey Harbour RH1 - Raised harbour wall 
RH2 - Set back wall 
RH3 - Tidal gate 

(1) RH2 £1.4miillion 

Ramsey Open 
Coast 

ROC1 - Set back wall 
ROC2 - Rock revetment 

(1) ROC1 
(2) ROC2 

£1.0million 
£2.3million 

Peel Harbour PH1 - Raised sea wall 
PH2 - Set back wall 

(1) PH2 
(2) PH1 

£1.8million 
£2.4million 

Peel Open Coast POC1 - Rock revetment 
POC2 - Set back wall 

(1) POC2 £1.3million 

Port St Mary PSM1 - Set back wall 
PSM2 - Rock revetment 

(1) PSM2 
(2) PSM1 

£1.5million 
£0.9million 

Gansey GOC1 - Rock revetment 
GOC2 - Xbloc revetment 
GOC3 - Raised sea wall 

(1) GOC1 £8.3million 

 

The justifications and discussion surrounding these suggestions are provided in Section 9.   In a 
number of instances, the rock revetment options have been suggested as being preferable to wall 
options despite the larger capital investment required.   Here it is important to consider the whole 
life costs of the assets which are likely to be significantly lower for a rock revetment option than a 
sea wall option.  Raised sea walls and set back walls are likely to require significant maintenance 
investment over the next 100 years, to maintain both the new structure and the existing structures, 
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which form a vital part of the composite coastal defence.  While no quantitative assessment of the 
expected maintenance costs has been undertaken as part of this study, the expected whole life 
cycle costs of each asset should form a key consideration when selecting the most appropriate 
option at each location.  

It should be stressed that these preferred options have been selected by JBA based on an 
interpretation of what is believed to represents the key DoI decision making criteria at the time of 
the assessment.  Hence it is recommended that each option is taken forward to a local stakeholder 
workshop in order to identify the most appropriate option with both engineering feasibility, cost and 
a consideration of the local user group in mind. 

10.1 Recommended additional information for detailed design 

Should any option be taken to detailed design, it is recommended that the following information is 
made available in order to refine the concept designs proposed here.  It should be noted that there 
may be potentially significant changes in defence form based on the analysis of this additional 
information at a later design stage: 

 Ground investigation 

 Services search 

 Full topographic survey 

 Wave Watch 3 extremes analysis 

 Updated bathymetric survey 

 Contaminated land investigation. 
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